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An Introduction And
ReIntroduction

To The Ancient of Days

The Holy God Of Israel
To He That Is The One True God

THE I AM
Amen, Amen And

Amen!
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Ancient Is The Map
The Direction Remains The Same...

It Is The Way of The Narrow Path that Moses and Abraham 
followed...The Holy And Sacred Ways Of The Lord!

They walked upon The Path That Is Truly The Same
Yesterday, Today And Now As We Walk Forth

Into The Forevermore...Amen !!!

It is man  that has blurred

The Message, The Old And The New,
The Gospel Of The Son And

The Spirit From Which
They Came Forth

That Are One
Into Division...

Nations Divided Are A
People Divided !

Christians divided from within, Hebrews divided from
within And both Hebrews And Christians

DIVIDED from one another!

Divided Allegiances are
of divided hearts !

Claiming The Same God Yet Divided !
The Truth Is That In Their Division They Are

Thus Divided From The One God,
The Holy And Sacred

God Of Israel!
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Let There Be
no more confusion !

Let There Be no more twisting
and manipulation of

The Holy And Sacred Truth!
Let us look closely at all of the ungodly

manifestations of a people, nations
and a world that loves the

darkness more than

The Light
.
.

       .   .   . and follow not in
The Ways Written !
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Let us leave behind the darkness
of the false gospel and

the false light
.
.
.
.
.

!!!!!!!!!
Let us gather in

The Light Of His
Lampstand!

We can be one in
His Light

!!!!!!!
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A Letter To The World…
To God’s children…My Brothers and Sisters !
                                      The Lord’s flock !

The Light of Truth
Is In Christ, In Yah’shua
Seek The Light Of His Lampstand!!!
I am a moving wheel.  My every movement is directed by The Lord.  
I am focused on His Truth.  My hunger is and has been insatiable 
for the understanding brought me by The Holy Spirit.  It is my 
experience that the world teaches us lessons opposite The Truth of 
God.  Truth-Wisdom, Knowledge and Understanding- comes from 
God and is Imparted In Spirit.  As Jesus was One with God so we 
are encouraged in The Word to become One with God Through The 
Son.  Therein lies the Freedom. Thus our eyes and ears are opened 
to Truth...all things shall be revealed is the promise…seeking is the 
avenue.  It is the eyes and the ears of the flesh that deceive us…It is 
the heart opened and turned towards God that hears. Open the doors 
to Father God’s Love, Voice and Library of Truth.  One must fast to 
the world and set aside personal will in order to begin to enter into a 
relationship that truly leads us to Oneness with Our Lord God.

All fear and negative emotions reside in the mind coming from a 
clouded heart...the mind is where decisions are made according to 
man’s will (Emotions, Desires, Lust and Thoughts).  It is this flesh, 
man’s carnal will that stands between man and God.  Complete 
surrender through faith and trust opens the door to Eternal Freedom.  
The world speaks of freedom and defines it in it’s terms, but are 
we truly free ? When I lay all will aside I become the once hollow 
bone filled with life by God and His Will…filled with a new Living 
marrow !  Nothing of this earth compares to The Grace of God’s 
Unconditional Love.  Becoming and being One with God allows us 
to love others with that same unconditional Love---no matter who 
they are, what they say, what they have learned or what the world’s 
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false doctrines have insisted they conform to.  Loving thine enemy 
convicts them In Spirit whether they are conscious of it or not…This 
Love is as a bridge that joins us or as hot coals upon the head of the 
wicked.  If we are made in God’s Image, why do we judge ?  Only 
God Himself Judges.  It is through suffering and pain that many 
people arrive in a place where only God is the answer.  God Knows 
the beginning, the end and all things in the between.  He Showers us 
with Love and His Discipline is gentle for only He Knows each one 
of us perfectly.   Yet we walk around with dark umbrellas over our 
heads that acknowledge not His many gifts and blessings unseen.  
That which is ugly in the world is of satan and God Decides what 
to allow on earth According To His Will And Appointed Timing 
Directly and through those that are as One with Him…vessels yielded 
and obedient to His Will !  I have noticed that many are not very 
loving and gentle in response to those that may still be spiritually 
dead, sleeping and driven by the flesh…not yet guided In Spirit.  
The approach taken towards others either disarms them with love or 
brings up a wall in others that keeps them in their darkness... and in 
bondage.  Impartation of Divine Truth can be done without lengthy 
words and worldly intellect.  For one to say I have no time for those 
who judge me or for those that are blinded by the world’s dark cloak 
concerns me greatly...the world has become darker and darker yet His 
people appear powerless to speak or stand upright against evil…In 
fact, it has been the believers that have allowed this wreckage of a 
ship that is intended to be His Ship Steered By Him leading us, the 
flock, to green pastures and still waters…If Jesus and His disciples 
were selective about The Truth and The Gospel From Heaven in this 
way, far less people would have been free to hear The Good News 
and to follow The Lord.  The Lord owns all souls…they are bought 
and paid for Through His Blood Shed.  It is time to step out of the 
confines, the structures of man first... Then one can approach The 
Kingdom of Heaven…Then be Led By The Holy Spirit (not of the 
flesh !) ...and only Then can we live According To God’s Pleasing 
Will and reach out in all directions as it was intended ! 

It is time for God’s children to reach out to the Rabbi, the Teacher for 
their Manna-The Bread of Life, The Sustenance and The Wisdom to 
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guide us through these perilous times into the end which is the new 
beginning...be ye advised that this time is near !

Discipleship has been replaced with inadequate crash courses that 
have resulted in the destruction we bear witness to in the world.  It 
is a sad thing that brings tears to the eyes of our Lord.  If it were less 
about us and all about Him, then we would be well justified, filled 
with joy as true brothers and sisters…children of God.  In reality we 
find ourselves separated from one another and from God.  Under the 
cloak of Grace we feel entitled to celebrate rather than to lament…to 
continue sinning while claiming salvation in Christ, in Yah’shua…
while avoiding the altar of self sacrifice and of true repentance. The 
Mercy Seat is exchanged for man’s blindness and justification of his 
self-imposed ignorance. Remember a blind spiritual man adopts an 
understanding according to his flesh.  Blind men foolishly adopt 
different understandings of The One Truth and then bring division 
within the body of humanity, The Body that is to be of Christ and 
God’s children…He who is perishing himself cannot bring light to 
others.  And, if  The Light were known of by all then why do the 
many uphold and hold up false light ? He who is self assured knows 
not the way, the narrow path or The True Sovereign Leader that is 
both.  A lost sheep of the flock cannot shepherd the flock. A blind 
sheep cannot find its way without The Good Shepherd !!!

To know of God is not the same as knowing God through a proper 
humble and reverent relationship as is laid out in Matthew !  The 
Scriptures and The Spirit Who brought them forth are cast aside for a 
part time service to God...an air of holiness is inferred through man’s 
meager rituals quite often accompanied by euphoric entertainment.  
The Church of Christ has been cast asunder for an adaptation, a 
modernization of that which is Holy and Sacred...The Ancient of 
Days that resided in the True Temple according to God’s Laws and 
Ways Instructed has not been made welcome in the hearts of man !

If assumption is the mother of all lies, then why do we assume so 
much while being under educated in The True Gospel unto lives lived 
according to the flesh and its many deceptions ?
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So is all lost and hope to be cast aside…I say Not!

Hope Is Still In Christ Jesus, In Yah’shua…
Darkness perishes in The Light of His Lampstand 

and in the heart that is reunited with

The Heart of Our Father!
Amen, Amen and Amen! 

The How has been cast asunder for false
comfort and thus a false gospel!

The Way has been blurred and cast into
the shadows where we have

chosen to reside.

So is all lost and hope to be cast aside…I say Not!

We must return to the ways of the honest and innocent child.  How 
will this happen with our individual and collective histories, both 
current and generational, that have walked away from God The 
Father, The Lord preferring darkness over The Light!  Is sin not 
running rampant among the flock ? This we cannot do alone and can 
only happen through knocking upon the door of The Lord…through 
acknowledging our need for A Messiah and The Deliverer rather than 
claiming deliverance in abstensia of a true reverence of God…An 
honest relationship with God ?  

To know of God is not to know God!!!
Man has fallen a great distance from God.
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Man no longer understands the simplest of things of Heaven.  Man 
takes great pride in his zealousness and self proclamations.  Man has 
fallen from Grace a distance immeasurable.  Man has ended up in 
the gap he fostered and created.  Man cannot find his way out.  Man 
loves darkness more than The Light while Grace has kept the greater 
measure of the darkness of reaping at bay…we live on borrowed time 
under The Grace of God that is to lead us unto repentance and we 
cannot repent enough…yet God’s measure of Mercy abounds in a 
measure greater than our disregard, our falling away and our sin !

Let us remember that it is 

The Love of God The Father
that drives out all fear and

The Son is The Way
Unto The Father.

Amen!

It is in honesty and humility that we
must return to Our Father!

The heart that knows its brokenness is the heart that is willing to 
walk the path of the valley of death knowing The Lord will hold the 
hand of the weary traveler bringing him the distance back into The 
Light...That of his innocence and a child’s beauty…back to The Image 
in which he is truly made !

Let us remember that we may not enter The Kingdom lest we come 
as a child.  A child knows and trusts fully His God and The Son…a 
child delivered from his many afflictions and darkness is guided by 
The Light of The Lampstand and The Holy Spirit of The Holy God 
of Israel...The God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob !!! The God of 
Jews, Gentiles and all of God’s children, The One God !!!!

I invite you to take my words in The Spirit with and from which I 
deliver them.  They are not judgments, rather they are observations 
of what goes on all around us!  They are things to think about… 
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to ponder.  My spirit is of unconditional Love and respect for the 
path God lays out for us individually and in the knowing that only 
The Lord can bring together HIS Body into One Body ! We come 
from all different angles with the potential in Christ, in Yah’shua to 
arrive in the same place.  I also invite you to reference The Word 
less selectively and look deeper beyond the words for the deeper 
understanding relating to our enemies (those self righteous ones that 
might attack you).  Was there ever a time that you may have been in 
the place they currently reside.  Be careful to reject people that are 
not unlike ourselves at some point in our journeys.  God Himself 
Knows who will come to The Well for the full drink and those that 
come for a sip and run back off into the world expecting The Well 
will overflow towards them whenever they decide It is worthy of a 
visit ! Then man descends deeper into darkness by believing he can 
re-define what The Well is to be according to his self-perceived needs 
!  Oh I thank The Lord that He has not abandoned us as we have 
abandoned Him !  The Lord Said to Me there are those that you think 
will come to Me that will not,  those you think will not that indeed 
will and all possibilities in between...The only way you will know is 
By My Spirit Said The Lord ! Our many judgments of one another is 
in large part the log in our eyes...If I judge you, I judge myself !  Ye 
without sin cast the first stone !  The lessons we learn from our Rabbi, 
our Teacher are also available to those that have not learned them 
yet...but first they must be a living reality within our hearts that must 
guide our walks.  My sense is that as we that have chosen to walk 
the narrowest of paths to follow The Lord, we all have one foot on 
earth and one in the heavenlies that are within us from our beginning.  
Thus we all suffer from a departation, a post partum from The Spirit 
of The Lord Our God That Is Good and then are slapped not only on 
the behind but from every angle by evil...we arrive into this earth with 
much but the world robs us of much…the greater the surrender of the 
self will the closer we can approach Oneness with God from which we 
came and the closer to His Perfection we aspire to be.  Our potential 
In Christ is amazing and yet we flounder.  Our own quests are but 
feeble attempts at godliness.  Our self-guidance while claiming belief 
in God is hypocrisy at work! The reality is we are all sinners subject 
to asking for Father God’s Mercy and Forgiveness.  This Mercy and 
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Forgiveness was made possible through The Sacrifice of His Son 
Jesus Christ, His Son Yah’shua.  Acknowledgement of our sinful 
ways keeps us humble and in awe of God’s Grace knowing that favor 
is a force that yields a greater measure of effectiveness in God’s Plan 
through having earned God’s Trust.  We must come to understand 
the story of Adam and Eve and how it truly relates to our condition, 
how and why we do what we do and, most importantly, how we are 
to arise from the condition, the sickness we suffer.  I have often asked 
people Do you trust God ?  then, Can God Trust you ?  The response 
has been...I never thought about it that way !  These are matters of 
perspective…When we are willing to see from His Perspective then 
we can begin to emerge from our shallow self-serving perspectives.  
The humble servant allows himself, herself to open their heart’s door 
to His Greater Will.  We are accountable and have a responsibility as 
disciples of Our Lord And God to know and to do God’s Good And 
Pleasing Will…which means to know and follow His Voice…that we 
may each fulfill our roles in The True Ministry of The High Priest, 
of Jesus Christ, of Yah’shua. .Those In Spirit know that Melchizedek 
was The Lord Who Came And Appeared to encourage His Follower 
who felt alone in his hearing and knowing The True God.  What 
may I ask is your ministry about ?  My mission In Christ is about 
bringing The Light of God’s Love And Truth to all that surround me...
friends, people I know, do not know and my enemies.  God’s Love 
has no walls and is free to all.  Father God has shown me how to do 
this without bringing up the defensive walls (man’s fearful flesh and 
resultant defensive will) that act as a barrier to His Truth.  Yet as in 
my life, the flesh will rebel against The Truth of The Kingdom that 
we are to seek out first in all matters.  To reach out in spirit beyond 
my surroundings as The Lord Guides me through the transforming 
of my mind and His remaking my heart anew.  My heart was so 
shredded God granted me a new one...It would be my wish for all to 
have this transformation rather than to condemn them to their living 
hell, in blindness...this I have no authority over or right to do.  I have 
no right to make my way a false light for people to follow knowing 
That His Light is The True Light that cannot be transcended by the 
flesh of well intending people.  Good intentions do not make for 
Good Works just as good intentions later become the excuse for the 
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error and damage inflicted!  By grouping people together under the 
guise of man’s historical worldly interpretations we do rob many of 
their individuality and their potential for both peace and joy to be 
found in The Lord..  I would bless those that attack you as they are 
fighting against that which they seek.  So often we own the projection 
of another’s guilt when it is not ours to receive.  Accusations and 
judgments are truly owned by the hurler looking for someone else 
to own the filth.  It is the turmoil of The Light of Truth that unwraps 
the box in which we hide our darkness that cloaks over the potential 
we all share ! We are to glorify The Lord Our God in our lives 
individually and thus together !  In this way we raise The Lord above 
our selves and become true vessels and servants… thus enabled 
to bring to our brothers and sisters what they truly need above all 
things...The Love of The Lord and a shared Hope In Christ.  The Lord 
through us can bring the change that is so vitally needed !  Let us be 
first aligned as individual children with God, then together as One 
Loving Body In Christ...Amen!

I am not trying to reform existing structures…rather I am asking that 
we tear their falsehood down and bring them back into conformance 
with The Word of God and The True Gospel of Christ Jesus, of 
Yah’shua.  That we divorce ourselves from the world that has become 
our husband and the lustful adultery it brings in light of the knowledge 
of Who Our True Husband Is To Be and Who Our Father Is.  In the 
world we become as orphans without our Father and I say we must 
seek to realize that He is both our Mother and our Father…

Let us be adopted back into The Holy Family And Union
With The Father, The Son And The Holy Spirit !!!

All I offer you with these words that I have written is a sharing of that 
which I was moved By The Holy Spirit that has taken over this little 
heart of mine to write to you.  It began with my writing about The 
God I was coming to know and then The Lord took over my voice 
and I began to scribe what He Was Saying to me.  I was searching 
for answers and a true understanding that would lead to living a 
wise life for Him as the life I had lead was for me and me alone 
in my misery.  It was not something I planned or willed to do…It 
Was Willed So for me !  I love and have a very deep reverence for 
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Him and appreciate beyond words that He Came to me...a man that 
believed his life of no value, no good purpose and worthy of death.  
I can take no ownership of “Sayeth The Lord or Sayeth The Father” 
as I am neither.  The Voice I hear comes from The High Place and 
my heart is convicted at with Breath!  When I believe that I know 
enough, I know that pride has just been invited into my heart.  Pride 
in my own ability can only cast a dark shadow before the path that 
is Truly Lit for others to find.  I am humbled beyond any measure by 
the gift of His Spirit that comes to me.  When I write I am as a scribe 
that must quickly take down all that is flowing forth from The Living 
Brook that feeds me.  I am a yielded vessel whose cup receiveth much 
and it then overflows…much like a small bird who drinks from a 
fountain fed of The Wellspring of The Lord !  I have been instructed 
and commanded of The Lord to do many things…To take a stand 
for Him and to speak with the voice I have been given...First and 
Foremost!  He Said to me...”I want to hear your voice.”  So for the 
seven years since The Lord Came to me and I came to Him I have 
spoken aloud to others...sharing This Love and This Good News!  I 
cannot decide that which I will or will not do.  My mind must be kept 
captive unto Christ, Unto Yah’shua so I must battle for The Higher 
Ground, beating my flesh to the ground as it tries to rise.  My flesh 
is worthy of the death sentence that it imposed on me all my life.  I 
answer to Him Alone and no other !  I am a but messenger, a servant 
and a humble warrior that has been given a sharp sword of Truth at 
my side…having been taught how to wield it according to The Fire 
of The Spirit From Which It Comes Forth !

It is His Sword and His Hand 
that guides the sharpest of swords…

His Truth And Light!
I must answer to God…I must welcome His Rod and Staff…
I must sacrifice the full measure to gain a measure in full !!!

We all answer individually At The Throne of The Lord for our 
actions and the seeds that we sow.  The Lord Will Know you if He 
Sees Himself in you, as you reflect His Light from within your heart.  
He Knows those that know Him.  I Repeat that Knowing of Him will 
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not do !  We must humbly raise the measure of faith we have been 
granted and reach high above the lowly place of the world to reach 
The High Place Where He Resides.  The Lord Lives… The price 
has been paid !  If we look at history, there are many individuals 
that have lead that were not in line with God.  It is the blind sheep 
that follows things evil and dark.  Are they all to be abandoned 
through harsh words or can they be offered Christ’s Leadership, His 
Shepherding that truly  leads them out of their darkness ?  The Lord 
is Our Shepherd and if we truly accept Him into our hearts, are we 
not to also act as good sheep, caring for and loving one another…
becoming good stewards of the many Blessings of God The Father.  
Through a full surrender to The Lord and a full active acceptance 
of His Personal Teaching, Healing And Deliverance we are first 
individually raised from our own death according to His Leadership 
And By His Spirit every moment of every day…When we come to 
believe that we are delivered by mere words spoken as opposed to 
the good fruit of a True Life Lived In Christ then surely we have lost 
sight of Our Deliverer.  And we that dwell now in the Egypt of then 
now must not fall into doubt as those that gave away their reverence 
in exchange for doubt, sin and iniquity that fashioned a golden calf 
in their hearts before they melted down the riches of the gifts God 
made Pharaoh give them upon leaving for The Promised Land.  Yet 
despite The Mighty Hand of God that delivered them they decided to 
reject them.  They met with their just reward...Let us not be as they 
to forfeit our inheritance In Christ, In Yah’shua for the same idols 
that Moses destroyed in the shop! Then and only then with a proper 
reverence can we can properly Led by His Example, point the way 
for them who come as we come To Christ Jesus, To Yah’shua Who 
Is Our Leader…One with Him, with Them as He prayed...Amen...
only then we can be led as One Body In Christ !

There is A Voice...The Voice of Our Shepherd Calling out to us !  Be 
still and listen for His Voice...Remember that once awakened of The 
Lord we must respect that others that have not yet awakened from 
their sleep ?  We either come as beacons of His Light or we bring 
them our measure of darkness to drive them deeper into sleep and 
closer to death !
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I wish you well my brothers
and my sisters...

I feel a very large portion of

God’s Love In This Sanctuary, This

Dwelling Place of The Lord
that I have found...

…I pray for those that will come to

The Well That Is Deep!
I pray oh Lord that they might enjoy

The Eternal Freedom And Love
That Our Father offers them

as you have blessed me with
and so much more!

I pray these things and make these requests of You Father

In The Name of Your Son
Jesus, Yah’shua

Amen!
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The Living Sacrifice that becomes as the grain of
wheat that is willing to fall to the ground

to die that it might live, that we
might come to live

Together!

There is a small price and it
is “all that we are.”  

We stand in front of The Fire Of The Furnace…
We take The Lord’s Hand knowing that He

will guide us in and through the
valley of death to the

other side….

The Land of Milk and Honey
once again and Forevermore…Amen!
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His Will Be Done On Earth
As It Is In Heaven!

Let us celebrate The Freedom for all those that
will come to Follow The Lord!

Seek Ye The Lord,

Draw Neigh To The Lord
With Love In

The Light Of Jesus Christ,
Of Yah’shua!

For The Time
Is Neigh

!
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Breaking down the walls and barriers between us

In Christ, In Yah’shua!
The House of The Lord is built upon The Rock that is solid and steadfast !!

A dwelling place worthy of  The Lord, The King And Our God!!!

The strongholds are only as strong as their foundation which is sand !!!!

Yet it is the old structure that must be torn down in order to
build a house that will withstand the storm that is
here and that is coming according to the

Revelation of The Word 
and 
deeper yet

Of The Holy Spirit…
Which can identify and undo your resistance to His Truth by
unearthing the many lies and deceptions that are
well hidden and that are written upon
the hearts of man...that are

His children...
Amen !

Cd’A 
June 2001 



The Door Once Closed Now
Opens Before Us...

THE THINGS HIDDEN SHALL
BE REVEALED!
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The
Light Of Truth

!!!!!!!!!
The Light That Burns

Eternally
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

His Light Exposes all darkness
And Lights our path to Follow Him

And Him Alone..Amen.
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His Truth For Our Encouragement
His Truth Unto Eternal Life

His Truth For Our
Salvation

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
All Hope Is

In Christ Jesus,
In Yah’shua

!!
!
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Preface To The Light of Truth

Let me tell you about the God I have come to know.
…a journey that never ends for 

His Depth Is Eternal!
I live and walk with Him now.

I no longer walk alone.

My mind is being renewed In Christ Jesus.
This is not of my doing but of His Doing!!!

I am being transformed By The Truth!
I am being restored Through Him.

It Is His Spirit that ministers to me
and I hear Him… In Spirit

through my heart
opened.
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The Father Came to us reaching out His Hand

Through The Son of Man
Who Came in the flesh to show us The Way… 

Jesus Is The Way Back To Him!

He Came in the form of Salvation and Redemption
that we might be made to live righteous lives

In Christ For His Name’s Sake.

I lay claim to That Righteousness that He died for !

He died for us as an example of what
we must individually die to.

I am willing to die for this.
I am willing to give all.

I choose to go the way of the disciple,
to fight the good fight…

That fight begins and ends with me
and my will properly aligned

That He May Be
Glorified!
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It Is The Lord Who Wins the battles!

In Him all battles are won
before they begin for

He Is The Victor! 
May All Glory Abound And Ascend

On High To His Throne…Amen!

I look forward and never back
keeping my eyes

On Him
like a flint.

I proclaim my faith In Him.
I surrender my will to His Will.

I am nothing without My Lord And
My Father In Heaven!.

When the world patterns of old creep back 
around I run back to my Father!!!

For the man I was…was of the flesh and I was surely
not the child of The Father that I am now.

No one can take away or destroy what or who I am 
now by replaying what I was… as that

old record is broken.
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I choose not to listen to the world,
I choose to listen to

The Creator And Author Of All Things.
 I know His Voice And Word

         To Be True!

He Is The Word And He Lives!!
He Is The Living Word!!!
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I know what I am In Him.
I was made with 

His Love In
His Image.

I do not break the mold,
I am molded!

He Is The One Who Molds,
He Shapes me as clay

and He Reshapes
all my days.

I reborn of The Spirit who bear witness to 

The Light And The Living God
foretell and speak The Truth as

a vessel of The Lord.

I who continue to heal in my heart and soul seek

The Light of The Lord’s Renewal
and continually set my will aside 

 For The Greater Will!

I am but a bearer of His Word seeking no glory 
for myself but Glory For The Father.

I serve as a living testimony.
I am a survivor

In Christ Jesus,
Yah’shua

!!!
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I seek to edify Him in all things.
I live only because and to give testimony that

His Truth Lives, Heals And Delivers...Amen!
I am becoming One With The Father And

He Is To Be One with me.

The more I give and surrender, the more

He Becomes in me!

May His Glory abound toward you.
May you be a blessing onto Him.

May you receive His blessing.
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I say to you that
The Kingdom Of Heaven

Is At Hand!

I choose to freely give of that
which I freely receive.

We all have our cross to carry in order To Follow Him.

The price for freedom is what I am willing to see,
what I am willing to hear and what I

am willing to let go of.

It can be a heavy cross to bear upon the back
of the oppressed, persecuted and

tattered children!

I may stumble but I will not fall for

It Is Jesus Who Lightens
my load as I bring these things to

His Alter Of Sacrifice
And Of Mercy.

My reward is Glory For Him, In Him
And Being With Him.

I lay claim to the promise of my inheritance.

I know that He Is The Light
onto my path to

The Kingdom of
Heaven!

Greater Is He the man of The Spirit in me than
he that is of the world, the flesh man.
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I choose to let go of self.
I choose to die to the flesh.

I choose to own and to confess
the truth of my life lived.

I choose to repent of
all my ways...

To seek His Forgiveness And
His Eternal Mercy.

And should I fall back into sin I will go back to

The Seat Of Mercy
with my hat in hand Before Him

 in my great weakness and humility
knowing that with His Help

I can be broken!

I can be broken of being a black rebellious
horse and learn to follow in the

ways of the white
stallion.

I know that true strength lies in my humility and 
my willingness to see and admit

my weakness...

I seek Him for His Strength!
I choose to decrease that He May Increase!

I choose to trust In Him!

I believe for restoration, renewal and redemption.
I choose to be patient and endure for

the valley is long and dark.

Whom will you follow?    I say...
           Follow The Good Shepherd!
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I choose to trust, love and listen to My Father In Heaven.

No man knows me as My Father Knows me
and My Father Knows me perfectly.

He told me that His Lap is big enough for all of his
children and He Does Not play favorites !

Our Father never leaves us…
It is we that leave Him!

In Him Is The Love I seek.

In Him Is The Peace.

In Him Is my rest.

The things I so desperately sought
and could not find.

 

Father God Says to me His child…

 Seek your Truth Through Me
And I Will Show you

what you need to know.

I know That His Spirit Guides me in
the right direction, the direction of

His Perfect Will for me.

This requires much patience
and endurance for there

is but One Truth…

The Truth Of His Word...

He Is The Word!
He Is The Life

that we may live!
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Only The Father Breathes Life
Through His Word!

The showers of heaven
descend freely

on to all,
on all that which is good,

on all that which
is evil.

All deeds of man are seen, known
and to be exposed!!!

There are things That Shall Not
Be And Will Not Stand!

The Truth spoken is
The Truth heard!

Truth is the turmoil that delivers us
from a world of lies indeed!

Are you willing to hear and see ?
Are you willing to speak ?

I am not afraid to speak The Truth
that I have been asked to speak

for it is not I, No…It Is

His Spirit That Speaks
through me.
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I know that He Stands with me as
I take a stand for Him!!!

I know that He Carries me when I am 
weak and can no longer walk

.

.

.

.

I know That There Is 

Nothing Mightier Than God,
No One Mightier

 in the earth!
.
.
.

See and feel
The Tremors Of His Truth

coming into our
world.

The storms in the land are but a foreshadow
of The Greater Spiritual Storm

that is to come!
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Life and death are in the
power of the

tongue!

The Truth Spoken can defile
and destroy

OR
.
.
.

The Truth Spoken
can edify and

deliver!

The answer lies in Whom we serve.
The answer lies in the motive

written upon the
heart!
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The Father Says...
If you do not know the answer,

do not assume that your
words spoken and

actions taken

Serve Me!
Is not assumption the

mother of all lies?

Where assumption replaces My Truth…

I Say that this yields
blindness!

I Say Let My Truth Replace
 the lies born of your many

assumptions…

Be Not Misled!

I say open your eyes to His Truth!

The Father Is The Creator And
Author Of All Things.

Seek Out His Truth over the world’s false truth!
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The Lord Our God Says…

I Am The Alpha And
The Omega!

The Beginning And
 The End!

It Is The End That Is The
New Beginning

AMEN
!
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His
Holy Spirit
                                                                    is to be our

                              guide
                       !

 I choose to filter all things through

              His Holy Spirit!

            I choose to follow

The Light Of His

      Truth!
                I

          choose

    Life In Christ Jesus,
  Life In Yah’shua

             !
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I choose to
drink

Life!
I choose not to drink

of death!!!

I seek His Manna
for my food.

I fast from this world that offers food and 
drink that leads me onto death.
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I submit on my knees and on my face
Before Our Lord God

For It Is He That
Offers Life

Eternal.
I will not submit to the authority of another!

To those who claim false authority
In Christ and do evil I say

It Is Jesus Christ Who
Has All Authority

In And Over my life…Amen!

I am not the master over my destiny…
There Is But One Master…

He Is Jesus Christ!
We are to be His Slaves!

We are servants unto Christ Our King!
We are not to be slaves onto slaves.
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The world would have us believe that we are 
to submit to man and each other.

I say to them… 
Is man our master or is

The Lord of Lords
The King of

Kings
Our Master

?
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Remember…

There is but One Master!
It is my heart’s desire to come before

The Lord’s Throne of Judgment
and for Him To Say…

I Know you!
You, My brother, are a child in which

Our Father is well pleased.

You have served Him well!
Our Father Is Glorified And Edified

in you and in your
ways !!!!

You have presented yourself Holy In The Eyes
Of The Father Who Has Seen All!

You have been forgiven of the sins past through
your repentance and confession.

The Father’s Mercy has been upon you.
He Has Forgiven And Forgotten!

What He Has Forgotten
I Have Forgotten!

You have fought the good fight In His Name!
You have stood unwavering For Him!

You may now enter

Through The Gate
To The Place of His Holiness

Into His Kingdom!
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Indeed I have a long walk ahead of me to That Place.
I seek to be and stay the child that I am In Him.

Wrapped in His Arms,
Nurtured by His Love And

Taught In His Ways.

Seeking wisdom and understanding In Him

For His Truth Is Absolute!

I will pick up my cross daily and Follow The Lord.

I will repent and confess for my sin...
my sin now, my sin of the past

and the sin of my
generations before me

from their past...
that is my

past
!

In this I know

That He Will Find
the bitter root that

yields no
fruit.

He Knows where the root lies and 
He Pulls It Up And Out!

...I bear up the ground compacted and that
is hardened over my heart.
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I know that His Deliverance And
Healing is complete.

The Lord Is Our Only Physician!!!

Only He Heals my sickness and afflictions,

Only He Has That Power…
The Power paid for at Calvary!

It Is The Blood Of Christ
That Delivers And Heals!

True Miracles Lie
With Him, Through Him

And In Him.

I know that He Is My Redemption.
I know that I am, my soul is

Bought And Paid For
By His Blood!

I know that satan was defeated and
holds no power over me.

I will listen to The Father In Heaven!
I will not listen to the voice of another.

I will serve and follow Our Lord!
I will be guided by His Spirit,

The Holy Spirit Of Yah!
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Then who are those that would say to me
for speaking and upholding

The Gospel Of Christ
Of Yah’shua

that I am wrong in
so doing

?

To them who say
“ How dare you question my faith? “

I Respond
Look ye closer at faith!

You say
“ I have faith unto my faith and

it is sufficient unto me. “

And I respond...
Be not too comfortable!!!

We are called By God’s Wisdom to carefully
ponder and adhere to The Truth of

and the ways of living a
life according to

The Word And The Gospel!
My Lord And God Is The Judge Of Me,

Of You And Of Everyone!!!

Be not one who perishes for lack of knowledge !!!
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Who are they that accuse?

There is but one that accuses…
and he is satan.

.

.

.
he is the accuser of the brethren.

he that distracts and leads us off of our

True Path With
The Lord

.

.

.

.
he surely is

the one who plants
lies, confusion, false thoughts

leading us to death’s door
spiritually and thus

physically!

It is we that choose the path !!!

Do not worship in the synagogue of satan!

There is no light there, only darkness.

Whom shall you serve?
Whom do you serve?
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 I
The Lord

  Say
I Came into this earth to

model the way to

The Father!
I Came into this earth so that

you might see and hear

The Father
.
.
.

I Am One With The Father And

He Is One With Me!

Be ye not as the pharisees who knew Me Not
and who saw Not My Father In Me!

If I Came This Day,
Would you know Me?
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I say to my brothers and sisters…

Where Is The Father when false faith itself
fooled in its deceits places

itself above

Him
?

Why is it you cannot hear Him?
Perhaps the noise all around you and in you

to which you contribute stands in the
way of your hearing...

Hear what you are saying in your words
spoken and lives lived…

“ I am the master of my destiny. “
Who is this  “I am” ?

There Is Only

 One I Am!
He Is The Same Yesterday, Today,

Tomorrow And Forevermore!!!

Indeed…It Is Our Lord,
             Our God!

He Can Show us the error of our ways.
He Can Guide us in His Ways!
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It is now your time to repent and 
to confess before 

The Lord Who Sits
At The Seat Of Mercy.

It Is Only He That Forgives
And Forgets

.

.

.

His Love And Mercy
are the greatest gifts

that we can

R
E
C
E
I
V
E
!
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May this work I am called to do
and our work as One be

Together In Christ,
Following

Christ
.
.
.

 For The Glory And Edification Of The Lord

And Of Our Father
Through The

Son
!

End of Preface
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I took a walk one day and this is what
I Your Lord Have Seen…

Many of you are with Me.
Many of you seek Me.

Many of you do not seek Me now.
Many of you will seek Me.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
   When you read these words…

Stand exhorted under exhortation.
Stand ye righteous under righteousness.

Stand ye convicted under conviction.
Stand corrected under correction.

Stand ye encouraged under
My Encouragement!

Renounce that which is of the world and

Seek no other but Me!
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If you do not know Me and yet believe
That I Walked on this earth,

know these things...
The Things Of

ME
And Do As

I Lead
you

!
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I was crucified
carrying all curses, sicknesses,

disease and all the sins of
mankind and was

Raised From
The Dead

To

Sit At The Right Hand
Of The Father

And I Live!
If you believe and confess with your tongues

That The Father Sent Me His Son

As Your Deliverer And
As The Way to Heaven…

If you believe and confess that you
are indeed a sinner and

That I Died For
your sins!

If you believe with all of your heart in This Truth,
proclaim it with your lips for the earth

and heaven to hear!
Proclaim and confess that

“ I Am Jesus Christ, Your Lord and Savior. ”
Pray This In My Name and

it shall be done.

I Search, Find And Expose that which is evil.
Repent ye of that which is of evil.
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Come to know that which is of  My Holy Spirit
and that which is of the flesh, coming to

discern By My Spirit the
difference.

Beware of your own mixture that
believes that both can

live together.

The flesh cannot walk in The Spirit.
The Spirit cannot walk

in the flesh !

I Can Show you if you are willing to see.

I Can Tell you many things if you
are willing to hear them.

Know That I Am Here!
You must come only to Me as all

other paths led onto death.

Knock and the door will open!
I Invite you to walk with Me In My Glory.

I Came in the flesh born of man…

The Son of Man
The Living Word!!!

Some heard me and many
did not listen!!!
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There were those that denied this.
There were those that defiled.

They then abused and they now abuse all that
was good for their own purposes.

There were those that thought they had
killed Me, The Living Word.

I Live Indeed!

It Was The Power Of

The Holy Spirit
Raised Me from the dead to

Eternal Life Next To
My Father.

As It Was Written so it was done!

I offer you of That Same Power that
you may be raised from your

spiritual death unto
Eternal Life!

As It Was Written so it shall be done!
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I Am Truth!
I Am Absolute Truth…

The Truth that exposes, convicts
and condemns,

The Truth That Is Of My Love,
The Truth That Does Not

Turn It’s Back And
Lock the door!

Knock And Surely I
 Will Answer!!!

As The Word Lives And 
I Am The Word

I Live!
Now all will hear Me...

This message is for all,
Not for the few.

I Speak to you no matter where you have 
come from or where you stand.

You must now choose your direction!
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Adopt The Proper Perspective,

My Perspective!

I Show you these things through Mine Eyes
that you may see What I See!

To serve

My Good And Perfect Will
Seek Me Your Father

in all things!

I Am All Things!

By seeking Me you then enter
Into My Spirit that will

transform you.

Trust In My Spirit,

Trust In My Son
.
.
.

I Can open your eyes...

Enter Into My Depths.
Receive of My Perfect Clarity.

Receive My Perfect
Accuracy.
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Realize that My Truth Is Absolute!

Accept My Perfect Order that no
one can touch or destroy.

You have all been given a
measure of faith!

Appropriate that faith toward Me,
And I Will Show you trust.

Appropriate your trust to Me!

I Am The Guiding Light,
The Only Light!

The Battle is in the one
that is you and is

Against The Oneness
That Is Me!

The battle is within you and only
you stand in the way!!!

It is not what you are on the outside that battles, it is
that which is deep within you…your faith !
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It is not others around
     you that shape

          Who
                       you are!

You do not shape who you really are,

It Is I That Shape
you as clay!

Your life is predestined As I Knew 
you before the beginning.

You that are chosen step forth In My Name.
Your barriers and limitations are imposed by you…

self-imposed by your fear and the many
lies that you have learned.

I Am Here To Change
These Things!!!
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You seek happiness in many places,
things and in people.

Hear Me!
I Am the happiness and peace that 

you seek yet cannot find.

Do not be fooled by thinking you will
find the love you seek in others.

You love yourself in boastful
and in prideful ways.

You love things and you love carnally in
your flesh according to your own conditional will,

 you submit to fears that create your many
dilutions that you call desires!!!

These desires are your desires...Not Mine!!!

Your dilutions create your false realities of
expectations born of pain, suffering

and fear...realities of the world,
not of that From Within

  And Above!!!
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You impose conditions on the love you give others,
you impose conditions on the love that

you seek from others.

Have I Not Said love others as you love thyself ?

Come to know A Love That Surpasses All…

I Am That Love!
Surely sexuality is not Love!

When Godly Love is not present where imagination
and creativity seek to enhance the physical

rather than growing the spiritual
Realize that this is the wrong direction!

The world says sex sells and it sells sex freely.

Do not sell yourselves out or
Me out under this lie!

It is both self-serving and of your
mere self gratification.

See the recklessness in you
and all around you...

See the disease at work!

Proper love in marriage is needed where
My Unconditional Love is in each of you...

Then Together In Me Is The Closeness
that is truly a blessing!
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 I Am Love!
I Hold The Key that unlocks the heart!

My Love Is The Model of All Love.
My Love Is Unconditional.

Once you Know My True Love you will
  Know There Is No Greater Love!

It is This, My Love, that is shared with you
that opens your heart to loving others 

in the same way that I Love you.

I Am Waiting for you…
I Am The Patience!

I Will Unlock that which you
carry deep within you.

That which you seek in the world yet find not…
Who you are and What are you In Me?

I Am The Divine
Guidance.

  See the gap?
Feel the

gap
?
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I Am the gap allowed!

I fill the gap that lies between us,
between you My child and I!

I Am The Distance between you and I,
between you and Your Father.

I Divide you from the many things
that keep you from Me.

I Am The Separation!

I Am your circumstances,
that which I Allow.

There is no such thing as coincidence.

Coincidence is disbelief in

My GREATER CONTROL,
    My ORDER!

 My Direction Is Clear,
To Be Trusted In And Is Of
My Greater Plan!
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  Disbelief In My True Existence in all things.
Disbelief In My Interaction in all things.

Disbelief In My Divine Providence.

I Allow you your disobedience that you might
seek out and come to know My Mercy!

Know That My Mercy Is
for all that come humbly

before Me!

I divide to isolate and bring you to a place where you
realize that you do not have the answers.

Have you run out of answers?

I Am Wisdom!
Look at the world around you!

See what you have
ignored!

Do you have control?
Do you have the answers?

You have many philosophies, opinions, plans,
methods and so many approaches.

What have they served?
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You have and do allow your many
so-called truths to stand

side by side.

How can there be so many truths?

Truth is that which All can agree in!

Truth Is Light that joins us…surely not
the darkness that separates us.

Know That Truth Is Not of the many 
false perceptions appearing real…

My Truth Is The Only Real Thing!

Stop fooling yourself and
one another

And
Show Me where the world has had the

good answers that serve all and
not the few or just merely

one’s own desires!
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Why do you battle and war with each other?
The battle is truly waged within yourself.

See how you project your guilt and
many fears onto others.

Look deeply within
yourselves..Are you ready to?

Are you willing?

Set your many fears aside!

Hold My Hand!
Truth is a difficult thing

to face alone.

I tell you it can be a big pill to swallow,
The Truth can be hard to swallow

but is a pill that truly heals.

It is far better to swallow The Truth That Is
Unto Life than to continue consuming

         lies that are unto your death.

Once I Show you your own life you will come to
                       better understand others around you.

   Beyond your fear lies My Truth…
As fear departs My Beauty Emerges!
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I Close the wounds!
I Stop the bleeding.

 I Did Not Come Then And
I Am Not Here Now as a temporary

                                           band-aid!
Your ways are but a band-aid under

which the bleeding continues.

Only I Heal the wounds!
  My Blood was shed for all of you!

 My children need not
           suffer any more !

I Am The Only Safe Environment,
The Environment you believe you can make for yourself, 

by your self, but are unable to and cannot create!
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Without Me your existence is most
futile in its endeavors.

I Am The Simplicity
that replaces your many

complexities.

Join With Me
Your Lord,Your God!

Feel My Acceleration…For

I Am The Way!

Know ye My Perfect Flow!

Many things have been and are being done
In My Holiest of Names That

Do Not Serve Me!

Be not fooled!
Be ye not deceived!

I Have Allowed these things that you
may come to know My Truth…

The Truth Which Is Above
you and without

question.
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The Absolute Truth
Is The Eternal

Truth
!

Your so-called truths do not stand
the test of time nor will

they withstand

My Testing!

Dare you to believe that you know
Better Than I Your God?

You hear only what you
want to hear!

You listen to many voices…
thus you are deaf !

You see what you choose to see…
thus you are blind!
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The world seeks to deceive and trick you!

You erect your walls built upon
pain and suffering

.

.

.

I Say That
.

                                       .
             They are the

sand

         And I Am
The ROCK

      !
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Your intellect deceives you, thus you block

My Righteous Knowledge!

My Truth is obstructed by
the walls you build!

You are trapped within your own walls I Say!

You are trapped behind the walls erected of your will,
your false kingdom and false dwelling!

When Will you say Stop?

When will you say this is not working?
When will you realize that there

is more to life than this?

Do you feel isolated and alone?

Isolation divides My flock!

I Know All the secret thoughts
that you keep to yourself.

Believe Me When I Say That they are shared
by many, your brothers and sisters.

Your false fronts keep you from sharing your many
concerns and questions that are in common.

I Say that ignorance is Not bliss!
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You must commit and submit to My Truth!!!

Reaching this point of honesty is the very
beginning of your new beginning!!!

Know That I Do Not Punish those who seek Me.

I Discipline my children that
they might learn of

obedience!

I Have Allowed you to walk in the path that
is of your choosing for you are

free to choose!

I Am Not the obstacle!
I Am Not the hurt and pain you feel!

See that your life is a series of lessons!

Lessons lived are the lessons understood
that yield the vessel to the

The Deeper Teachings
I Have For You!

My Truth Is A Turmoil
that is a healing force!

Rebirth is a painful crawl!
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The birth canal is as a deep valley
that is long and dark.

There Is Light at the end of your tunnel.
The distance is great but worthwhile.

The distance is only as long as
your faith and trust that

bring you to Me.

Know My Strength For
I Am The True

Liberty!

I Am The 
Holy Spirit!

The Spirit That Raises
from the dead a

   New Life!
                                            .
                                            .
                                            .

    The Fire that consumes.
   The Fire that protects.
   The Fire that enables!

 Clear the space that I Might Enter!
Clear the space In My Name!
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 I Have Allowed you all your disobedience that
you may receive My Mercy.

Do Not Judge others in their disobedience
lest you judge your own disobedience

now, in your past and future if
if you do not follow or

choose not to
Follow 

or
.
 .
  .
   .
    .
     .
      .
       .

           .
                .

                     .
                         .

         All Things Serve My
        Purposes!

        All that happens
in the earth

                 Is According To
    MyPlan!
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Lay down all things that lie
between Me and you,

Lay them upon My Alter!

You are not to worry and carry
 all the burdens you do,

    Give them to Me!
I

Will
                  Give you peace and

                                   rest in their place...
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The Kingdom is all around you.
The Kingdom is within your

grasp by reaching for it.

Wherever I Am And I Goeth...
My Kingdom Is With Me!

I Have Granted you small tastes...
Thus you will desire more, thus

you will follow Me!

I Am The Road Traveled To The Kingdom…

My Kingdom Comes!!!
My Will Be Done.

To Enter My Kingdom you must be the
child you once were, the child you

truly are that is to be My child.

As My children and your being of My Family
you are all truly brothers and sisters.

I Am Your Father And
I Love you!!!

You came from Me which was your beginning
so Trust In Me for your return to Me now

in this, the time of new beginnings !
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   You search for yourself
  You do not understand

                               you yourself.

    I Say you must Come to Me!!!
I Am The One Who Knows

you perfectly.

I Am
The One Who

Knows All Perfectly...
I Made you and you come

                       from Me!

Now return To Me As I Call your name.

No matter the distance, I Will Bring you back!

Let Me Show you the way...

I Am The Way That Is Guarded!

I Am The Light That Comes
into your darkness and

The Light That Is
Brighter!
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Walk Where I Show you to walk!

Seek My Holy Spirit!
To Walk In And Of My Spirit You Must

Be Guided By My Spirit!

Do not take but a small portion
and walk on alone!

When you do this you believe you can walk with one
foot on My narrow path and your other foot

continues on the path of self-service.

It is not possible to walk two walks!

This is a rut, your rut !

This is when you believe that you now know 
the direction and can walk on alone again...
Running forward Without My Guidance

only to be lost again along the way
over and over again lost !

I Know the depth and breadth of
your rut, your broad path.

Your rut is your will that guides you according to
your wounds and the pains of your past...

Things that you do not always see
that are connected in you.
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I Offer Deliverance, I Offer Healing...

The Light Of My Truth Delivers
you from the many lies.

I Am Gentle!
Learn Patience And Trust

Completely!

Fully rely on Me!
Do Not, I Repeat Do Not

 run ahead blindly.

Raise Faith above your desperation!
Trust in that which is in you,

That Given To You
Through Me!

 I Am The Bearer Of All Gifts!!!

Knock on My Door And
I Am There!

It Is Always Open for you My children.

Open the door to a fuller measure of all the things
that I Offer you...It Is My Wish for you!
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           The path is narrow…

Walk With Me And
Walk For Me.

In this way you do not walk alone.
You were born for such a day as

this to make manifest

“My Glory”
Model all that which is different.

  Model that which does not conform
to the world around you.

Be the bearer
Of The Good News

  And

            Watch What
            I Do

            !
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Do not destroy my flock by bringing out
The Truth before it’s time.

Do only that which I Ask of you for
I Know when you are ready!

Nothing more and nothing less than My Will!

The Truth I Impart to you is to be shared

According To My Will And
My Appointed Timing.

All will have meat to chew on and all will have
much to ponder as you have pondered!

I Provide The Food And The Good Fruit
That Is Of My Tree Of Life...

Partake ye of Me!

There will be a new translation of deeper
meaning and clear definitions

that are the food

Of
Life

!
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I Make Clear that which has grayed
and that which is of lukewarm.

Stop with your frivolous attempts
of explanation that are of

false justification
of evil.

I Am The Library Of
All Knowledge.

Only I Reveal These Things!

You must decrease that I May Increase.

I Am Lifting The Veil that is over My people,
the veil that has long been over My Church.

Now the blind shall have the eyes to
see and the deaf ears to hear.

I Remove the blinders!

I Expose the darkness with

My Light That Enters
that you may see!
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I Set The Stage!
I Am The Platform

That Is Raised!

It is not what
you do

.

.

.

.

It Is What

I Your Lord And
God Do

.

.

.
                Watch What

       I Do!
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I Came In My Father’s Name!!!

I Am One With The Father
And He With Me!

I Am Salvation!
I Am Jesus Christ,

I Am Yah’shua!

I Am Father God’s
Salvation!

There has been great division among you.

See how you have divided!
Long ago covenants were broken.

Today covenants are broken.

Division is false safety...of your complacency
in which you find great comfort!

When challenged in your ways you reject others
that do not conform to your ways.

                 Perhaps they conform to My Ways,
Perhaps they Follow Me!

Be careful who you come against!
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Are you My friend
or

Are you My enemy?

You bring divide…

I Join Together!
Do as I say, not as I do is

the way of the false
gatherer!!!

Will these things survive
My Testing?

Man has shackled man from My Freedom
in lies disguised as freedom.

It is not about religion, a code of ethics,
nor a series of your many rituals.

The pathway of distraction, fear and false
expectations destroys My earth

and My children in it!

Truth is then buried in the rubble!

I Test And Approve All Things As
All Things Are Mine!
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Be ye as good tenants,
Be good stewards.

I Am Gathering My Flock Together!

Be anxious as a sheep that
waits for its shepherd!

I Am Reclaiming that which has been
borrowed and is of borrowed time.

I Paid The Price For Your
Souls At Calvary!!!

I Remain Faithful To Mine Own,

Those Given Me Of
My Father.

I Am Patient And
I Bring you Wisdom!

I Bring you new means
and resources!

Do Not Divide…
Unify With Me And

Through Me!
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There is an enemy that lives to keep you
in the darkness that teaches you

from a book of lies.

he that twists good things that they would appear evil
presenting his evil and wickedness as good!!!

Know of his ways...I Will
Reveal them to you.

he is ruthless in his pursuits.
he desires to invoke his will that reeks

of confusion and self doubt.
he is a false accuser.

See him in those that mock My Name, those
that mock you for standing With Me.

They hide in the dark places spinning many
webs and setting snares to catch

my little innocent ones
off guard.

Do not be caught asleep!

Beware of the false prophets who are
the prophets of Baal.

Beware of the duplicators,
the manipulators and

the imposters of
The Faith.
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You will know them by their fruit that is rotten!
You will know them by their evil roots!

You will know them!
There will be many battles…

I Will Prepare you as My Warriors,
Warriors Of The True Faith!!!

Know that the battles are won
before they begin for

I Know The Beginning
 From The End!

My
Rod And Staff

Bring Discipline
.
.
.

I Discipline Those
I Love And

I Am The Father
Over All My

Children!
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I Am The Battle Won!
I Am The Victory!

Be ye slow to judge.
Be ye quick to forgive.

Be ye one of embrace, not
of those who reject.

Be ye slow to
anger!

Love thine enemies!

Be instructed in these ways
Through My Spirit.

Be good students.
Be ye My disciples...

I Am Your Teacher,
Your Rabbi

!
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They convict themselves through their
accusations hurled at you that

mirror their own guilt

They will accuse you of saying things
that you did not say or imply.

They will twist with their tongues

The Truth And My Gospel!

satan is temptation and those who
lie find favor in his lair.

Be not baited by these ones.

Do not react to their many temptations.

Be Led Of My Holy Spirit!
My Spirit Discerns And Shows

you what is of good and what is Not.

Live To Higher Standards,

My Standards
.
.
.

The Standards, The Ways And In
The Order Of My Kingdom!!!
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 Be awake !  Be aware !
Do not Separate Me From The Father.

Do not Break That Which Binds.

Do not Break Apart The Oneness that
you desire and seek.

Do not separate one from another
or from one another I Say!

You have bondage,

   I Offer you freedom!!!!
I Am the path unobstructed,

I Am the horizon that
knows no storm!

I Am The Opposite Of And Opposed
to all that the world shows you...

I Am The Clarity!
I Am Of Clear Vision!

It, the world, is the contradiction and
your stumbling block!!!

It is the world that clouds
over your vision!
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I Ask you to fast to the world!!!

See that the world teaches
you only lies.

I Offer you My Truth!
Who shall be your

Teacher?

Understand this Law of Opposites…that all that
 is of the world is opposite and is surely

opposed To My Truth!!!!

Beware of mixtures, concoctions and potions!

Discern where evil hides and still resides.

Look into the deepest corners of 
yourselves and in others

…where things
hide.

Know that when the obvious has left
that the subtle remains.

There is a strong undertow!

Be alert and on alert!!!
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There has been great confusion as to

Who I Truly Am And What I Represent.

          Do not be confused by man’s imposed rules, rituals,
                     interpretations and limitations claiming

to be the way of salvation.

  This is self glorification!

Interpretations have separated, not unified...

Thus My Word does not live in them!

             Choose Life!
Seek My Face And I Will

Reveal Myself to you.
Know My Character And

My Attributes!

You Were Made In My Image!
You already have My Heart

                      with you, for you!

To Know Me Is To Know My Image.
   To Know Me is to know yourself !
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Look into the mirror!

Look For My Image And
Likeness in you!

This shall be a measure of where you stand.
Only then you can see Me in others.

Be not deceived!
Bow to no one but Me!

Stand With Me
And Live

!
Do not submit!

I Bore Your
       Sins.

.

.

        I Paid The Price
        Immeasurable!!!
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I
Lead

You
On My
Paths

Of
R
i
g
h
t
e
o
u
s
n
e
s
s
!
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This Is My Line of Judgment that
now befalls the earth!

Bow To Me And Choose Life.
   My Judgment is swift!!!

Hear Me Now…you have entered into
a new era, a new time…

I Come To Bring Order,
I Come To Restore

My Perfect
Order

!!!
!!
!
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Be awake and be ready!!!

Be quiet and listen,
Be aligned!

I Alone Can Prepare you…

I Am The Living Word!
I Am What Has Been, What Is

And What Will Be…

It Is Now The Time of
What Will Be!

There is great importance in this moment
in time that is now here…
              Be ye present!

Listen closely and prepare yourselves and

Gather ye your faculties!
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You must present
yourselves

Holy Unto The Father
In Order To Live Holy Lives

Unto Him And For

HIM!
                         I Your High Priest

         Will Prepare
                                          you
                                                  .
                                                     .
                                                         .
                                                      .
                                                       .
                                                    .
                                                     .                                     Holy Becomes The Man

                   Who Sets Himself Apart…Amen!
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I took a walk and this is what
   I Your Lord Have Seen…

Man has twisted My Word into abomination!

Self-serving righteousness sells out
My Kingdom at the price

of souls.

You sell My Word at a price.
You rob Me Your Lord.

You rob Your God.

You offer death Where I Offer Life!

You call your house Mine and say it is of Me
 yet it has become your comfortable

den of sin and iniquity!!!

The old house of the pharisees still lives with a new look
teaching that love means submission to your will,

the will of men misled and misguided.

You create your worldly titles and set
forth your requirements !!!

Worldly ordination that is so very formal and
legal according to your worldly

laws enacted.
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I Am The Sovereign
Authority

And

I
Decide!

You mistake My Sacred 
Spiritual Gifts And My Grace
as mantles and posts to grant anyone, standing

high upon your self erected pedestals
picking and choosing

as you will!

Woe unto you I Say!

You adorn yourselves lavishly.

You erect palaces and make thy laws and set
them high Above Mine in the earth.

You elect to create your own governing bodies.
You decide that which is best for man.

You decide who are God’s Elect
according to your flesh!
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Man has fallen since the beginning...

I Say man has continued to
fall deeper still!!!

His unholy body of leaders dictate policy
and make new rules that are

Not Of My Gospel !

This I Do Not Take
                       Lightly!!!!
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They dare to elevate their own law above

The Laws of Heaven And 
Of My Kingdom!!!

You keep many secrets.
Your secrets will now come

out into the open for
all to see!

I See rotting and
decay!
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The Faith
The Cloth

The Church
And

The Body
Must Be Sanctified And

Must Be Pure!

The test of leadership is it’s humility!!!

The cloth of the servant is
cleansed white and

pure as snow.
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The heart of the bride is completely set apart
from the world and all other things

 unto The Lord that is
         her
Husband

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
Not bowing to another

other than

He
!
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All practices of man, all laws of man that
are ungodly are to be forsaken for

The Lord Your God!

I Am The Holy Father
The Holy God

Of Abraham, Isaac
And Jacob!

The Holy God of Israel!!!
You place your names as mantles

above your ministries,

Above My Name And
My Ministry

.

.

.

As Though Ye Be Of
The Order Of

Melchizedek
!!!
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Why do My prophets and My apostles
submit their will and bow

to others?

Where are My true disciples to be
found among you?

I Sent My disciples out to the
ends of the earth.

I Told My disciples to go forth
and make disciples as

I Had Made
of them!!!

This Was My Charge And
My Command

      !!
      !
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To those that have become lost I Say

Seek Me Now, Listen
And Obey!

If you cannot Hear Me, quiet yourself...

Seek My Healing And My Deliverance
from this your bondage exposed

My many are shackled among
the flock quieted.

You believe that you can reserve

The Finest of My Wine
for yourselves while denying yourselves

and those who follow you
the drink of

The Wine From My Vine!
You are surely not tenders, nor gatherers of

of the pure and life giving fruit of

My Vineyard
!!!

You house my children in your buildings.
You grow your lowly kingdoms.

You sell rotten fruit
as good fruit!
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You say “ bring your tithes to my storehouse. ”
You rob Me of their offerings and tithes.

You Hold My people in bondage.

Hear Me…this opens your portal to Sheol!

You speak of Sheol as if it were
out there somewhere.

The portal you have opened is within
yourself…the hearts that you

have opened up to
the evil one.

You have done the bidding of the evil one!
You have built your many religions.

You erect many buildings.

Did I require a building to share My Gospel?
Did I extort a tax for Following Me?

I Will Undo What You
Have Done!!!

I Will Change All Of
These Things!
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For you that see the error of
your ways and repent

Before Me!

For you that renounce following
the evil one in your ways…

For you that ask for your
divorce from him…

For you that come out from under his dominion,
the dominion of the world and submit

To My Dominion!
I Will Use your buildings and thoroughfares

in ways that you never imagined.

I Will Prepare you as My bride and you
Will Not miss the wedding!

Be ready!!!

Stand informed and
Conform To What I Show You And

Trust In What I Show You!

For if you close your door to Me
Then I Myself Will Close 

your doors forever.
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I Cannot Bless things that do not Serve Me
Nor Can I Bless anyone not

bowed to Me!!!

I Am King of Kings And
Lord of Lords!

Yet My Mercy remains there for you.

It is not too late but know that
there is a time when

.

.

.

The Door Will Close!!!
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You fill yourselves with head knowledge

Of My Spiritual Word.

Buried in your abomination of My Word
Are Ye Who Blaspheme!!!

Take your heads out of the sand!

You see only the surface of things.

You know many things
but where is your

fruit I Ask ?

My Wish for you is a full depth
and a full measure!!!

There is no freedom where leaders guide
My people in the direction they see.

What have you done with that
which I Have Given you?

Change these things evil
That I Show you !
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Be ye baptized In My Holy Spirit!

If baptized, then do not abuse that which
comes forth from My Spirit.

Get out of your heads and leave
your will of the flesh

behind you.

You will find only confusion if you
continue on in this way.

The Spirit does not deliberate!
The Spirit is pure and clear in direction!

The Spirit is always prepared!

Properly prepared is
the bride for her

Groom!

Do not allow pride and arrogance 
to stand in your way…

Submit Fully And
Surrender

Fully
!
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There is Great Wealth
In My Spirit!
There are great rewards for you.

Richness many have never known.
Richness you have not tasted.

Richness exceedingly!!!

I Will Feed You From
My Abundance!

Come To My Table,
The Table Of

Your Lord
            !
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The Leaves of My Tree
Are for the healing of

the nations!

I AM
The Tree of Life!

My Spirit Imparts Wisdom,
Knowledge And True

Understanding.

Depart ye from the shade of the tree
that brings you no comfort

for the shade is
dark!!!
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I Say once again in this day
and in this age…

“Let My People Go.“
Repent and seek

My Mercy
.
.
.
.

Change thy ways!
.
.
.

Correct All of these things that

I Have Shown You
this day

!
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I Will Show you much more...

It Will Come Forth From
My Wise Counsel!

For those that leave the world to follow
Me and become a part of

The Body Of My Church
you may accept gifts

and offerings.

These are to be given freely according to

My Will And The Leading
Of My Holy Spirit!!!

Do Not demand any more or less!

Do Not tax My people !!!

This Is The Way of My Church And
My Ways Will Be Revealed

to you that seek out

Your High
Priest

!!!
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Where have you allowed
Me To Be, Me To

flourish?

Where I Am Present
among you?

I Say Invite Me In
And I Will Be

There
.
.
.

Where
ever

I
Go

So
Goeth

The Light of

My Lampstand
!!!!!!!!!
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I Come Where I Am
Welcomed

And
I

Stay
Where

I
Am

R
E
V
E
R
E
D
!
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I Am Your
King

And I Say To
You Now

.

.

.
Clear the space that I Might Enter.

Clear the space in My Name.
Clear out all darkness.

There is no darkness

In My Kingdom
Of Heaven

!
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May your abode be humble...

A Sanctuary Unto Me
Your Lord!

Keep Me in the fold in the same way
that My Love Keeps You In

My Loving Fold!

I Am The Keeper Of Souls!!!

 I Am
           The Keeper

                                of Your Soul!
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You that know Me
and seek to do

My Greater
Will

Be
P
a
t
i
e
n
t
!

I Know you and who you are
for it is I That Call you!
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I Will Change the hearts of men that
now stand in your way...

I Clear The Path Hidden, 
I Clear The Way!

I Clear
.
.
.

All 
That Stands

Between You And

I Your Holy
God

!!!
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Things that appear complex to you will be
met with My simple solutions.

Trust In Me!

I Remove the obstacles.
I Remove that which does not fit.

I Bring you in through the front door.
I Bring you in through the back door.

I Bring you in from many angles.
I Know the proper entries.

.

.

.

 I Know The Way!
I Am The Direction Sought

I Am The Direction To
Be Followed!!!
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True Leaders model freedom
and point the way to Me,

The Father Through
The Son!

Leadership is a gift from Me,
Not a world assignment

of your design.

Do Not obscure

The Path That Is
Well Lit!!!

Do not covet and do not horde
that which is not yours!
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Bring That Which Is Given you

   To My Storehouse!
 I Am The Storehouse!
 I Am The Temple!

That which you give will
be multiplied!!!

One tenth will be multiplied ten times.

This is the least I Have Asked!
.
.
.
.

Bring more and it will be
multiplied more

.

.

.

Remember Always From Where
All Things Come!!!
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I Will Guide you in when and to whom to give
give that which is Mine for you to give.

From your abundance take care of 
your self and your family...

This means all of your family.

Take from your abundance and feed
the needy and hungry.

I Will Show you who they are and deny no one

That I Bring you!!!

When giving gifts and offerings,
give them freely, without

expectations !

I Will Show you what to give
and how much!!!!!

Do not be coerced with guilt or by force to
 do anything outside My Will!

When I Speak Listen And Obey!!!
Do Not follow another!!!
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This Is An Invitation!

I Am The Alpha
And Omega

The Beginning And The End
Of All Matters

!!!

All Things Begin And End
Through Me And According

To My Guidance!
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I
Am

The Anointed One

Of My Father!
When you pray in My Name

Your Father Hears
you

!

It Is I That Intercede
on your behalf.

How And When I Intercede

Is According To My Father’s Will.

I Am One With My Father…

I Am His Will
Fulfilled!

I Sit At The Throne
As The Working Instrument of His Will…

My Will And Your Faith
Will Meet With

Action!
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When you pray…

I Am The Amen!

The One Who Makes It So According To 
The Will Of The Father With

Whom I Am One.

Therefore, when you pray in My Name, 
My Name Is The Beginning…

and when you say
   Amen…

I Am The End,

The AMEN
of your prayer

heard
!
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You are to serve
The Father

As
I

Serve The
Father

And
  I Am Your
        Way

  To

    The
         Father

.

.

.

I Hold The Keys And I Am The Keeper
Of All Things Sacred And Holy!

I Uphold All That Is

Holy!
I Your Lord Embody All

That Is Holy
!!!
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I Am Jesus,
I Am Yah’shua.

I Am The King of Kings And
The Lord of Lords!!!

I Am The Anointed One of The Father!

My Name Is Above
All Others

.

.

.
At

The
Mention

Of

My
Name

All shall bow
Those in heaven,

Those on earth and
Those under the

earth!!!

Humble thy selves in the earth!
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You are not the anointed ones…I Am!
Through My Name And Who

    I Am His Will Be Done!
Not by you nor the work of

your hands but

By My
Spirit

!!!

You are to be My vessels!

I Indwell you to the degree you lay
yourself, your will down on

My Alter!
Be Ye My Vessels Of Truth!

Realize that you are not anointed

But Through Me!!!

Your heart yielded Unto Me Will Bring Forth
                               My

                                         Anointing To
                                        You!
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Do Not blaspheme My Name By
believing that it is you that

take the territory.

Be not so deceived!!!

You Are Granted
the victory!

You Are Given Territory
According To My Holy Will…

I Am Your King,
Your Lord!!!

I Am Your Father
Who Knows These

Things
.
.
.
.

I Instruct you to take
the territory

NOW!
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When you pray remember that the territory

is not yours, It Is Mine!

Pray This…
“Increase Thy territory through me to do

Thy Will Oh Father
In Jesus Name”

And it will be multiplied
through you…Not for you!!!

Do this and you truly walk toward

The Narrow Gate To
My Kingdom

.

.

.

.
I Repeat…

 Take The Territory!
It Is The Appointed Time!
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Yield
To

Me
 !

Trust In Me and
walk forth!

Know That You Do Not Walk Alone…

I Am With You
Every Step

Of The
Way

 !
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I Open the doors before you.

          I Open the new doors beyond your
                     imagination and belief.

Do Not Stand in front of old doors!
Stop opening the wrong doors!

You Must leave and close the old doors
so that you can see the new doors

and Enter Through THEM!

Let Go of what you thought you knew!

Do Not seek direction from others!
Do Not seek wisdom from others!
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Why would you stand to pick fruit from a tree
that has rotted fruit or that bears no fruit ?

It Is
My Fruit

that feeds
you

And
Partake

Of The Fruit
That Only I Can

Offer!

Stand Ye Under

My Tree Of Wisdom
I Am The Tree And My

Truth Is The Fruit!

I Am The
Tree

!
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Have Faith…and
stumble no more

.

.

.

Stand tall!
Do not slouch.

Set all things aside.
Let Go of your comfort

and complacency.
Be humble.

Be meek
.
.
.

You who are weak and trust In Me
shall inherit the earth.
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Be patient but do not waste time!

In obedience go where I Ask You
and trust In My Resolve.

In your
weakness

I
YOUR LORD

AM
your Strength And

your Resolve!

I Interconnect All Things At The Right
Time And In The Right Place

.

.

.

I Hold the keys to The Kingdom,
I Know the proper alignment,

I Know the proper order!
Answer to Me individually as

humbly bowed vessels.
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Enter your prayer closets…

I Want To Hear
From you!

Do not ignore or disregard anyone

That I Bring to you!

If I Ask you to speak, then speak

What I Give You!
Speaking nothing more

and nothing less.

Be Led By My Spirit!
  I Want To Hear you, your

   voice!
You are to be My messengers

in this dark time, in this
the darkest hour!
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Do not add or detract from that which I Give you,
Nor What I Give you to share.

I Give you this freely, thus share it freely!

Know that even though they appear
not to hear you in the world, they hear you

in places hidden to them,
their hearts!

There is a purpose in all things…

See ye In The Spirit!

Apply these things to your mind set!

In this way you have adopted My Mind set.

Take all other things captive laying
them upon My Alter.

Present yourself as a living sacrifice to My Will.

This is the reasonable service
That I Ask of you.
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Know your priorities…and keep them!!!

I Your Father Am
Above All

Things!
Then Comes Family,

Then work.

Place Nothing Above Me!!!

There is nothing Greater Than Me, Your God.
Do this and you will enter into My Peace.

I Say these are the steps to My Kingdom!!!

Do not break this order lest you walk back
down where you have come from.

These things shall be tested.

I Test All!
I Approve All!

Let your order be known to all!

Tell them Who Is First
And Above All!
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For Whom Shall The Praise Be?
For Whom Is The Glory?

I Hear that which edifies!

I Know that which glorifies!

I Am The Spirit of The Father…
I Am One With The Father

And He With Me!
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This Is What I

The Son of Man
Have Shown you!

My Name Is Jesus,
Yah’shua.

I Am The Way To Salvation.
I Am The Life You Are

To Live Out In
The Earth!

My Truth Is Imparted
In And By The Holy Spirit...

Lead Ye A Holy Spirit Led Life!

It is imparted in the measure
you are able to hold!

Your Father Knows you perfectly…
Your Father Has great patience.

To know Me is to be patient, allowing
 patience to do her perfect work.
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If I Say Go, then Go
Not Asking

Why!
This is trust in

The One Who Knows All.
This is obedience to Me.

This is flowing in the center of the river.
Be ye as a tributary of My Living Water!

Trust In Me Who Knows the directions of all.

Many are coming to take their proper place with Me.
They just come from different angles entering

 Into My Good And Perfect Flow...
They are hungry!!!

Feed them from your riches
that are of My Spirit.

This Flow is My Good And Perfect Will
And The Will of Your Father!

When you go in your own imagined direction you
are on your own path and Not Mine.

I Am The Path.
I Am The

Way!
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Indeed the path is

narrower than narrow!

You are the only limitation on
what I can do through you.

What do you own?
What do you control?

What do you affect with your feeble will?

When you acknowledge and believe these
 things then you have learned much.

Acknowledge your true weakness Without Me!

Seek The Father Through ME
Jesus Christ, Yah’shua

          ...Your Salvation!
Only then Can I Make you strong!

Stretch that you may receive greater wisdom.

Do Not limit yourselves !
All things are possible!
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Greater Am I That Is To
Be In you than you!

If you do not Accept Me
then you are alone.

Know That I Watch Over You
And      I Wait for you                     .

                         .
                             .

Come To
Me

!!!

If you Accepted Me Then
I Am With you!

Clear your heart that I May Be
    There And In You!
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As I Am In you and I Am One With The Father
then My Father’s Spirit Is in you!

Only Then Will I Begin To Multiply
My Revelation to you…

I Am Your Teacher,
Your Rabbi!

This is a new time...A New Era!

My Truth Is Flowing Forth!
There Is Great Light In My Truth.

There Is Revelation In My Light.

I Want you to bring it forth into the earth
As It Is In The Heavenly Places

I Have Shown you!

I Have Opened The
Door for you!

Now Open The Door Of Your Heart
That You Have Opened To Me

to them...sing and speak
forth from the heart

I Have Saved!
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I Say to you there is

The Old Testament Time.

I Say there is

The New Testament
Time.

I Say It
Is
N
O
W

The
Time Of

Revelation
!!!
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Some of you do not realize

That I Was And Am The Salvation
unto all of the earth.

Each and every one of you are truly

Made In My Image
as equals.

You are entitled to All Of My Promises!

Lay claim to your inheritance!

Yes...
Gentiles And Jews !!!

Jews And Gentiles alike !!!

Know That I Your Lord Jesus Christ,
Yah’shua Am The Way For All.

I Repeat
Now Is The Time of Revelation!

...The Time of Revealing!
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I Am The Living Word
and The New Ways are

coming to
you

Through
Me!

See What I Am Doing around you.
See What I Do in the world.

My Truth can only be Imparted In Spirit!

Do not slumber,
Be Awake!

Open your eyes and ears so that you may
receive My Divine Truth.

Open your heart to hear and know!!!
All things shall be revealed!!!

These are the ways…

My Will Be Done
on earth

As It
Is

In Heaven!
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If you do not know what to do,
ask Me that which you

Must Lay On My Alter
and it will be

shown to
you.

I Scrub the wineskin anew!

I Stretch the stakes to enlarge your tent!

If you have done these things and do not
know what to do, then seek ye Me

and wait for My Directions.

Be patient with yourselves and each other!

My Truth is like a puzzle…
You are a piece of

the puzzle!!!

I Give you pieces that you can hold!

I Never Give you more than
you can handle!!!

I Know the measure perfect and
Perfect Is My Measure!!!
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Why would you need Your Lord
if you knew all things?

Yet this is the way you act when you believe
believe that you know enough

To Go Forth In My Name
Alone Without Me !!!

There is But One Who Knows all things,
One That Sees the whole picture.

I Prepare you for more.
I Fill in the blanks.

I Fit the pieces together.
I Am the sinew that connects and

holds all things together!

I Am The One That Binds
all things together!

Once bound they cannot
be broken apart!

You alone are not the center of all things.
The path of mankind is Mine Alone!
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You must all walk together hand in
hand as equals In True Unity.

Unity Is Being One With Me!
Do Not be jealous of those

 who hear Me.

 Do Not be jealous of those who know Me!

Judge Not one another lest
Ye be Judged!!!

Seek ye to hear Me.
Seek to know Me of your

Own Accord With Me!!!

Seek Me my child for your measure and
measure not the measure

in another!
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Freedom comes when
your will is replaced with My Will!

I Free you individually that you
all may be free…And

Free Together
With Me!

I Break the shackles
       of your bondage!

Some of you know My Unity.
Some have received but

small portions.

Others know not My Unity...
 Reach out to

      them!

They are your brothers
and they are your

sisters!
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Allow Me To Multiply and My vessels
will be multiplied as the fishes.

Be ye fishers of men as I Am The Net
that captures the wayward

and lost fishes!
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Man’s will has come in the way of your
Being One With Your Father...

One Body That Is
Of My Body.

Your body has become as divided
 body parts on a table...

I Breathe Life into the parts!!!

You are the parts that

I Will Bring Together
Into One Body!!!

I Am The Head of This My Church!

I Come To Make Way For 

My Church!
I Will Remove the barriers and

All Obstacles!!!

Be not as an obstacle In My Path!!!

I Say Woe unto those that
Come In My Way!
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There Is One Good

Shepherd
And

I Am
He
!

The Same Then, Now
And Forevermore!

Do Not believe that you shepherd My flock.

Only I Through you can
Shepherd the flock!

Do Not believe that you are capable without Me or
that you own any part of this responsibility

other than to be the vessel that
Serves My Good And

Pleasing Will!

You are not alone in sharing that which is
revealed by Me through My flock.

Do not quench their spirit through taking any
pride in or becoming arrogant in what 

I Have Shown you!
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You are not the filter of that which
is right for My flock, you do not feed My flock…

I Feed you and I Feed them!
You can only feed

Through
Me!

I See To All
your needs individually

and collectively
.
.
.

It Is

I
Who
Do
These

T
H
I
N
G
S
!
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There is a new house being built and

I Am The Cornerstone!
The foundation will be

poured anew.

My Principles And My Order
Will Be Restored!!!

The walls are first torn down!

The new walls are then rebuilt as
A New Structure That

Is My Structure!

I Am The Roof And Covering,
I Am The Walls And

The Foundation Built
Upon Solid

Rock
!!!

I Am The Protector of My Dwelling,
The Protector of all things Holy!
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My Restoration Is In
Process

.

.

.

In
The

Spirit
That

Consumes
And

Restores

By
My Holy

Fire
!!!

I Renew And Restore your souls
from the inside out and

the outside in!

I Come Who Do A
Complete

Work!
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A deeper understanding is coming forth.
It Is My Perfect Wisdom that transforms you…

Be Ye Transformed
And Renewed

!!!!

Seek the path to My Truth…

It Is I That Light
your path and

the way

!!!

I Am The Path That
Encompasses

All Paths
!!
!
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Watch for the New Prophets And
Apostles That I Bring Forth

That Are Led Of
My Spirit

!!!

You will know them By My Spirit!

They are My children of honor…
They are the chosen of the

four corners!!!!

Listen to the new leaders that point to
Your Father As The Center of All Things,

That Point To Me Your Lord
As Their And Your

True Leader
.
.
.

Both King
And

Lord
!!!
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You are truly few now but
your faith and obedience will bring

            forth many more…

As I Call Them Forth!!!
They that know Me will know you

for they will see Me in you.

Be The True Bearers of My Light
And Burn Brightly As I Am

The Morning Star!!!

I Know Who I Have Chosen
and they know Me!!!

To know them is to know
Me and Me you!!!

You will know My Voice…
Do Not Follow the voice of another!

Seek My Image And Likeness!
See clearly and be cautious as

there are many wolves in
sheep’s clothing!

You will know Mine by their fruit...
You will know them

By My Spirit!
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Remember That There
Is But One Who Is Above All Things...

It Is I Your Father And
My Son Jesus,

Yah’shua!
And We Are

One!

You of the world mock Me with your
many symbols and idols but

I Am Not Mocked!!!

There is a new symbol My Chosen Ones will
know for I Have Shown it to you!

One symbol under which all In Spirit,
that walk in and for my glory shall gather…

My Lampstand, My Menorah!!!
Nine are the candles lit

And One Rising
above all

others
!
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Those presently counted in the minority are
and will be in the new majority…

They already are with Me…
They are the patient…

They are few!

Join ye with and be counted among the few!

They wait for The Appointed Time.
They shall reign Through Me.

I Am The True Mantle Of Authority,
The Only Mantle Of Authority!

I Am He That Arranges,
That Re-Arranges

All Things
.
.
.

Watch What I Do!
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I Am Saddened
by your many distractions.

I See who and what your deities are
that are of darkness and not

Of My Light!

You may ask
What are these things

oh Father?

I Say they are many!

I Bring you the pleasure of sport.
I Give you gifts of body and strength.

Where is the fruit of the riches

That I Bring
to you

?

You unify on the field.
You unify to watch.

You spend great time in service
 to your sport’s gods!
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Where Am I In This equation?
Where are My spectators?

Where Is My apparel?

My Banners?
You dare to place this above Me.

How much time do you spend With Me ?

Will you now Unify In Me,
Gather For Me ?

I Bring you the money that is
of paper and of coins.

What do you do with My Provision?

Prestige is the way of the fool,
Humility is the way

of the wise !

You use it to control!
You use it for

power!
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You use your power to
test and approve.

Profits at any cost!!!

You have many products.
Your products and your profits

cloud your vision.

Do you not know that

I Value My people
above all things!!!

You amass your wealth on the
backs of my children

.

.

.

.

You Are Oppression And
I Oppose you!
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You gather in your closed rooms with
your plans of destruction.

The cost is
great!

Trust
Loyalty

Kindness
Self Worth

Friendship
Compassion

Care
And Above All

Is Love!
You rob those Dearest to Me!

You ravage your inheritance.

This Shall Not Be I Say!
I Am The One Who Comes in the night.

I Am The One That Will
empty your storehouses!!!
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I Come Not to make peace!

I Come to divide you from the things that
you have placed as the greater of

value in your hearts

Than I
    Your God!

That which has been robbed of Me
will be returned unto Me!!!

There will be redistribution.

There will be great
Retribution!
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I Say Be ye warned!
Change thy ways…You that

             believe you rule 
 on earth.

Yes
y
o
u

the
high and mighty

lowly

Governing
Bodies
slothful

Ruling Families
Dictators

Tyrants
And

The False Holy
Leaders

You know who you are.
You that manipulate nations.

You that control the governments.
You that control the many things unseen.
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Woe to those that believe they have
power greater and over Mine!

You are they who hide in dark places,
Those who believe they can

hide things from Me !

Know My Anger For
 It Is with you!

It Shall Be 
Against

you
!

Know
That I Am Slow

To Anger
And

Revenge Is Mine,

Mine Alone!
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Verily, Verily,
Verily

I
Say

There Is But

 One Throne!
  

It Is Mine And
I Rule!

I Am The Power
That Is Above

all earthly
powers

And

I
Have Dominion Over

All Things!
You have seen a demonstration of my power

that turns your kingdoms to dust...

That Power Which Is Above 
And Over All Things.

Yet you see not
My Hand At Work ?
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I Allow No One And Nothing
To Raise Itself Above

Me For I Am
God!

This Shall Not Be…
I Allow No Towers To Rise

To False Heights
in the earth

!!!
!!
!
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Many things will now happen in your world.

Be not blind as to from where it
comes or the reason!

Take note of what is symbolized in
the destruction that cometh...

That which is to fall will fall to the dust...
from which it came forth!

Watch What I Do And 
Know That I Am

GOD
!!!!!!
!!!!!
!!!!
!!!
!!
!
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Be advised that

My Wrath Comes In
many forms.

I Repeat... I Do Not Come to make peace!

Stand with Me in these perilous times.

Be prepared by changing
your ways!!!

Change Thy Ways I Say

And Come
To Me!

Stand With Me that ye remain
standing and counted!

Dare Not Stand In Front Of Me
clothed in your self righteousness!
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I Have Positioned many of you in
both high and low places.

There is no leaf That I Leave Unturned!
There is no stone to hide under,

no shell to climb into!

You know who you are!

I Have Given you visions of what
is to come and what is to be.

You do not stand alone for you
are not alone…

I Am Your Lord
And

I Am With
You!

Others will come that are With Me
 and in so they with you.

You will know them!

We Are One,
All One!
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I Repeat…
Many of you are with Me.

Many of you seek Me.

Many of you do not seek Me.
Many of you will seek Me.

As you have read

My Words That
Truly Live

And you know My Word Lives
And Now In The Light

Of My Truth
.
.
.

Stand exhorted under exhortation.
Stand righteous under righteousness.
Stand ye convicted under conviction.

Stand corrected under correction.
Stand ye encouraged under

My Encouragement!

Renounce that which is of the world and

Seek no other but Me!
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I Search, Find And Expose
that which is evil…

Repent, Repent, Repent
of that which is of evil.

Beware of your own mixture that believes
it can be of both Light and of

your darkness.

I Have Shown you but a glimpse
Of What I Your God See!

Open your eyes to the world around you.

See what man has done with
What I Have Given him!

Know that you Without Me affect nothing.
You Without Me destroy the good.

Lay down your selfish ways!!!

I Am The Redemption Which Is
Completed In Me….

I Am Your Salvation!
I See All Things.

I See into the hearts of men, women
and all My children!!!
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Your motives mark you!

I Know All Your lies.
I Know all things hidden.

  There is no good hiding place…

I Am The Purveyor
of all things.

I Know Everything
you Think
 you Say
you Do

you Are!

Do not believe that you can
have two hearts

.

.

.
One that does evil and one

that does good

?

You are of one heart and you
reflect your one heart...

This is the heart I Search!!!
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Awaken!
Sleep no longer.

Aspire to My new world...you are not perfect!!!

Every day you may step closer to Me
according to doing what

I ask of you !

When you continue to sin
you step backwards.

Know That I Celebrate Progress!
You are to celebrate progress.

I Am Perfection!

Know That I Come.
You know not the time

nor place.

Be ye marked by hearing

My Word And My Voice
that becomes written

on your hearts!

I Am The Author of All Things.
I Am The Living Word.

Heed My Word Spoken!!
Hear My Beckon Call!
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I Now Call You Forth !
It Is Now The Time for you

to decide the direction!

It Is Now Time for you
to choose!

Remember That…

I Will Spit Out The
Lukewarm.

Yes you will
or no

you will
not

.

.

.
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.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Choose Wisely!
I took a walk one day and this is

What I Have Seen…
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A Personal Message to my brothers
and sisters In The Lord

This is The Walk The Lord has taken me
on that I might see and know

The Truth According To His Light
From His Perspective And

As Seen Through
His Eyes…

I am called as His witness and scribe!!!
The Truth I have seen resides within me for it

is His Light that has come into my heart.

I beseech you my brethren…

Be not judged by the wicked.
Do not judge them or others that judge you!

They have no power nor authority.

Thus you judge not The Ways of The Lord!!!

The Father Is Our Sovereign Judge.

Know His Forgiveness And His Love
that you may truly Love

thine enemies.

Feed thine enemies with your good fruit.

Do not fear those who persecute…
Those that mock, snicker and laugh in

The Face of Our God,
Those that are embarrassed at

the mention of His Name
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Are we to serve fear and the enemy’s desires?

Know that many do not act of their own accord.
They truly do not know what they do.

The Lord Will Now Show them what they do!

He Sits Above you On The Throne
In The Highest Place!!!!

He Has Said to forget those things
that you thought you knew.

He Develops our character,
He Is Our True Nature.

We must love all!

We must model these things Through Him
that must reside in our hearts.

Put on His Good And Perfect Armor!

Our armor is imperfect at best 
and insufficient…

He Knows all the kinks,
He Knows the cracks,

And They Will Be
Filled!

Do not allow them to tarnish that which is good,
Your heart and soul are precious

UNTO HIM!
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Test all things Through Him
And By His Holy Spirit!

…people, places and
things.

Allow Him
to be our individual,

our collective

C
O
N
S
C
I
O
U
S
N
E
S
S
!
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He Is Our Deliverer.
He Is Our Healer.

Be not deceived, healing is a deeper
need than you realize.

If you believe that you have arrived,
then surely you stand still.

The Kingdom is the destination we
seek and run the race toward.

You and I have not arrived until that time!!!

Prepare For The Wedding That
Is Coming and will be!

We must believe in these things and
stand immovable on

The Rock!
He Is Our Rock!!!

The battles are fought In Spiritual Places.
They are truly won before they begin.
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Be properly equipped and
trained as the

Warrior In Christ…
In Yah’shua!!!

We fight for the right of all of God’s children to a

True And Everlasting Freedom
 In Christ, In Yah’shua!!!

His Freedom Is The Only Freedom!

We are to be His freedom fighters that will
remain steadfast For His Kingdom!

We are His Ambassadors of Peace!
We are His Vessels of Light!

We are the emissaries

Of His Love!
Know that Nothing Is Mightier

Than Our God!!!

He Stands with those that stand with him.
He Has Endured all things for us.

So we too must be patient
and endure!!!
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There Is But One That Holds The Key…
The Key To His Kingdom…Amen!

Our Lord of Lords.
Our King of

Kings!
    Surely He Comes .

         .
                 .

                               Amen!!!
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Some brief glimpses of your world…
Surely not of My Kingdom

Sayeth The Lord!!!

The Law of Moses…And The Law Above All Laws!

I Came To Fulfill The Law.
Give my people understanding of The Law.

Man’s law is filled with injustice,
iniquity and false

witness!

Education…

Where Is My Word?
The Word Is With Me yet you know Me not.

Institutions of higher learning
you call them ?

Your flesh knows the much
that fills your cups

to empty!

The cup readied is the cup
both emptied and

yielded!!!

Only I can fill your cups to overflowing…
You consume false drink that

brings only dry dust
to the thirsty

lips…
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Prayer…
New ways are coming that Are My Ways…

Reverence Is The Key And

My Holy Spirit Knows The Way!!!
My Spirit Guides The Heart

That Prays My Will!!!

Medical…healing...
I have said my fruit is food and

the leaves are medicine.
You speak of healing yet know not healing.

Your profession has emerged to meet those things
man has brought upon himself.

A profession that protects itself and it’s wealth.
Again… at the expense of my children.

You are truly reactive agents !

I Say That My Ways Heal!

You have not known 
The Power And Depth of My Healing…

I Will Make My Ways Known!
Healing Centered In Me Will Come Forth.

You will know them when they emerge
to meet the needs of the many.

They will be as the disciples that
healed in My Name.

Be not fooled by those that parade flesh
healing in the large stadiums,

they are but players
in the wrong

hand!
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Psychiatric…psychotic practices
Truly the sick attempting to heal the sick!!!

You drug My children.
You drug My children’s children.

You conjecture.
You believe that you understand the mind.

You barely understand yourselves.

I Say that you do not understand yourselves.
I Say dr.’s heal thy selves first…futile

are the efforts of the highly
educated blind!

It Is My Grace that has allowed you to
believe that you are healers…both

the conventional and the
false spiritual!

You are like poison given in small doses.
You make my children your annuities due to

your lack of understanding.

You take their pain and suffering to the bank.
You serve the few that can afford what

little you have to offer.

You only support mechanisms that aid in
coping rather than healing.

Coping does not heal the wounds!

Grand deceptions of progress
hide the regressions!!!
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The wounds still stand in the way of freedom.

My people are still held captive!
My people are perishing!

What shall be your reward?

My Healing Will Truly Set Free.
Only I Free the captives!

Entertainment industry…
You may entertain your selfish motives.

You entertain My children with filth and your
decayed morals bombarding them with

darkness upon darkness!!!

I Say…you do not entertain Me!
You do not honor, nor glorify, nor edify Me.

You Will Be replaced I Say!!!
Your many idols will fall!

This Shall Not Remain Standing!!!

Media…News and Television…
You tout yourselves as the source of truth.

You are Reckless!
You endanger My people!

You serve ratings, money and the world powers that be.
You bombard my children with ugly things of darkness.

You sell anything as you have sold your own souls!

You too are blind and have learned from the book of lies.
You spin these lies into your own sense of reality.

You reflect the world you live in.
You reflect what you have 

succumbed to!
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I Am The Only Reality,
I Am The Truth!

I Do Not Lie,
I Do Not Confuse!

My Question Is This…
Will you continue to serve lies or

Will You Join Me
In My Truth?
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Parents…
Where are the good stewards of the blessings

I Have Bestowed Unto you and your, 
more specifically My children ?

You must seek Me...I Am Both Mother And Father!!!

Science and technology…
While My children starve, you focus

your eyes on the stars.

You try to expand your false kingdom into space
while it is destroying lives in the earth!

This is a most appropriate place for your disobedience,
the emptiness of the space you explore

rather than looking within
yourselves!

You try to communicate with other life in space
with radio signals and pulses while

You serve no good and useful purpose for
your brothers and sisters…

My children!!!

There is no beginning nor end to your quest to
know all according to the consumption

of the rotten fruit that I Have

Warned Against And
Forbidden!

Subject of time…
Take time out of the equation and what is left?

NOW!
There is only today and now!!!

Be not so deceived!
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Time does not and has not healed anything...

Only I Your Lord Heal!
You have been given now...There Is Only Now!

Look at what you have done with your now.
Take Heed in what you do Now!

If you take
time out of the equation,

What is left?

I Am The Only
Thing Left!

I Am What Has Been, Is And
What Is To Be.

I Am what you have managed to
leave out of the equation!
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 S
       E

              E
     your world around you

             NOW!
        No Longer

   Conform
    And

    No longer serve
    that world

                  .
             .

       .
.
.
.
.

Serve
Me

!
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Perfect Government…

Look At your leadership!
Whom  do they serve ?

What do they model ?
What do they serve ?

Money
Rivalry
Money
Greed
Money

Pride
Money

Power
Money

Fragmentation
The false security thereof !

 The false freedom thereof !!
The false deliverance thereof !!!

I Offer you abundance and wealth that are of

The Riches of My
Kingdom!

You settle for the darkness and death…
You allow sickness, poverty and

disease to continue.
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Spinning lies and deception
into self-gain…

Who do you serve?

What is it that you have
accomplished?

Look At My children!
They suffer…they suffer

needlessly!

I Am Sad,
You bring tears to

My Eyes.

This I Will No Longer Bear!

What Have you done?

In your blindness you have persecuted
and murdered My children.

You accuse others of what you
yourselves have done!

You judge the actions of others.
You tout yourselves as pillars of humanity.

You reap havoc at every turn.

You export your havoc around the globe
in the false name of freedom.
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Have you not
Heard Me?

Know you not My Word, 
Your Scriptures ?

I Examine All Things!
You Shall Reap what you have sown

and continue to sow!

Nothing Goes
Unseen

By

ME
For

I Am The One
Who Sees!

Repent Now
I Say

!!!
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Change Thy Ways
Now I Say

!!!!

Do Not Test Me,
Your Holy

God                                  .
                                .
                                       .

Who Tests, Approves
And Reproves All

Things.
.
.
.

                       How Dare You
                   I Say

                           !
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The Truth That
Is Light!

Did I not Say
Forgive them for they know

not what they do?

Why do you continue to see man as the enemy?

Is it not man influenced and blinded
by the enemy  of The Faith

that you condemn?

How dare you judge My people that are blind
and know not what they do!

Help the blind only when I say and in
the way I instruct you to act.
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Do not prepare for what you think you will do
for imagination is vain and self-serving.

It Is My Holy Spirit
That will guide you.

By My Spirit Is The Holy Work
truly known and thus accomplished

Sayeth The Lord of Hosts.

This Serves
My Good, Pleasing And

Perfect Will!

Sayeth

The Holy Father
In Heaven!
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Understanding My Armor
And Spiritual Battle

with the enemy
.
.
.
.

My Armor is there as your defense,
My Protection over you

and for you!

Surely it is not your personal
offensive shield!

When you intercede, you do not do the battle.

You are asking Me To Do Battle....

I Am The Victor!
I Am The One Who

Overcame on your
behalf !
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I Have Charge And Power
Over My enemies!

In My Name Is The
Victory

!!!!
It is pride and arrogance that would have you

believe that you alone win the battles.

Surely you must know the enemy toys
and plays with such as you.

Only I Know the depths of satan
…you do not!!!

                    Leave him to Me!
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You must seek to continue doing

The Father’s Will
according to your calling,

His Instruction  .
  .
  .

       And
His Command

              to you

            !
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He Is The Voice of The Will
           And Command

 Of Our Father
 In Heaven!

The enemy seeks to distract and lead you away from 

Your Father, Father God
by distracting you away from 

  His Son!!!
Mark My Words

“The Four Corners Shall Bow
 And Raise His Name”

Above All

As
                        IT IS In

  HEAVEN!
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The Lord alone enables and empowers you
according to His Plan for you,

It Is About
Him

not
us
!
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 I Tell you…
Do not over reach!!!

It is pride and arrogance that believes
that you understand My Ways!

I Grant you only that which

I Know
you can

H
a
n
d
l
e
!
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Remember that it is humility that believes
you know very little, keeping you

hungry for Me
.
.
.

keeping you thirsty for
the drink from

My Well That
    Is Deep!
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Impatience breeds seeing and hearing only
what you want to see and hear...

Have I Not Said
That all men are liars

                  !
         !

!
The synagogue of satan is the

place of false gathering
.
.
.

where liars feast to fill their stomachs
with self-serving deceits!
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Jews turning away from their Hebrew roots.

Gentiles attempting to graft into
a tree where they too have

rejected The Root

And

The Law
Of

Father
God

!!!
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Divided are My children
by men divided!

S
U
C
H
As

these
Are Not

United In Me
Nor do they speak

For Me!
Torah…means teachings and instructions.

As you forsake The Teacher you then
abandon My Living Wisdom!

These many teachings and
instructions

Are Mine And Given

Of Me
!!!
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Improper has been the interpretation of

The Just Laws of God
The Holy God of Israel!

Laws cannot just be re-written through
simply re-defining them according

to the will of the lawbreakers.
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     I Have Said .   .
                                      .
                                .
                         .
Pick up your crosses and

Follow Me!
Your cross is only as heavy as your ignorance,

your unwillingness and your obstinance.

Your path is only as long as
your resistance to it!

Have I Not Said cast your
worries and cares

Unto Me
At My
Alter

?
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My Elect Are Deceived

Indeed
!!!

Do not be led by charlatans and rogues
disguised in robes of falsity,

of piety and peace
that does

live
in
T
H
E
M

(period).
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Go the way of My Followers and walk ye
As My True Disciples Did!

Fight ye the good fight that others
are not willing to as they

stand for and in
emptiness

.

.

.
The battle begins and ends within you!

.

.

The devil must be chased out
of the hearts of men.

.
It is when man sees that it is the devil that

runs around in the heart that
does the wicked and

evil deeds
that

man will be more honest
about his conduct!
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Your greatest battle is against your own flesh.
Your greatest struggle has yet to begin!

Do not fool yourself...
Your struggle will be agonizing

for your flesh wants the
victory over you!

The Battle

Is Won Only
Through

Me
!

Make not welcome satan
and he will flee!!!
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These have been but brief glimpses of
The All That I Have Seen

.

.

.

.

.

The All That Is
Not Properly Aligned

 With My Righteousness
Nor Aligned With

My Goodness
!!!
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My Greater Revelation
Is To Come And Is Forthcoming!

A deeper look is
Required!

Straight is the arrow that
hits the mark!

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Open is the heart
that receives

The Sharp Blade Of
My Sword!
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This Shall Not Stand!!!

Watch What
I Do!

There is but one thing to fear
And It Is My Wrath!

You Will Know That It Is I.
You Will Tremble

Before
Me

!
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Humble Thy Selves Before

Your Father!
                  .
                      .
                         .
   And Choose Your Leader

Well
!
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There Is But One
Choice

.

.

.

It Is His Holy Son!

It Is Christ Jesus,
It Is Yah’shua

Amen, Amen and
Amen!
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I Wash the canvass clean!
I Alone Erase the sin that clouds over

your world and hides

My Kingdom
 from thine eyes!

     I Am  Your Lord
          I Am Your King
                I Am Your God

Now And Forevermore…
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Your New Consciousness Is To Be…

Lord And Kingdom
Consciousness!

One

Lord
One

God
One People...Amen!!!
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Watch What I Do!
Not what sin, not what man nor beast do!

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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.

.

.

Amen My Lord Amen
.
.
.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
Amen, Amen, Amen

And Amen!

Cd’A
2001
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The Alpha &
Omega

The Lord Is The Creator of Life. 
The Ressurector of Life

The Beginner & Creator of All Things Good
And The Ender of all things evil so that

all things can truly be Good.

He Is The Ressurector of Life,
The Breath of Life…

 Both times The Same Spirit…The Spirit of your
Beginning And New Beginning…Amen!

He Is The Author of The Beginning
For There Is No End.

The End Is The New Beginning.

He Is The Ender of all darkness.
His Sacrifice Was the end of darkness

For He Alone Overcame It!
                                                     Amen!
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That’s The Good News…
The True Gospel!!!

It Is a big thing to make and
Give Breath To Life.

It’s an even bigger thing to
Resurrect it from death!
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He Took The Walk And
Overcame Death!

It was not an easy walk
To The Cross…
To Die That We 

Might Live!
It is never too late to turn our hearts

as we are all His children.

It’s never too late…
That Is The Beauty of The Lord!

The Beauty Of Hope Personified In Christ.
The path gets narrower and yet brighter.

To breathe with an open heart
Is To Breathe Life.

To Live with a heart freed
Is To Live Indeed

Sayeth Our
Lord.
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Living & breathing with an open heart
will begin to unify us with

The Heart of The Lord…
one by one thus One Together 

With and In Our Lord.

Made in His Image, 
you can share of His Heart…

His Love, Compassion
And His Wisdom.

 The Lord Is Good…
Kind & Compassionate Is He.

Lowly of Heart, Humble, Loving
And Compassion Is He.

   Above All…
Faithful Is He Alone!

His Love Is Greater than His Anger,
as demonstrated with Noah.
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His Mercies Know No End
As His Love Knows no end towards us!

He Knows What He Is Doing.

HE Is Lord,
HE Is King.

Fear, doubt & worry do not allow you to see
All That HE Is And All That 

HE DOES IS GOOD
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Selah…And Amen!
March 6, 2005

Cd’A
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In Christ
We Gather

“ Gather ye My people together ”
Sayeth The Lord…

It is now the time to gather My children.
I have called out to them and they know I knock.

They feel alone, alienated and do not fit
into the ways of the world, yet

are trapped without

My Light!

Bear Witness To My Light.
Be ye vessels unto

My Spirit.
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Be Ye Gathered By My Voice And Call...

Thou art My children,
Thou art My Israel!
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Fear not the world…It Is Under My Feet.
Fear not the tongues of darkness.

Fear not the dark arrows.

For I have called you to a great work.
For I have covered you with

My Blood of Sacrifice.

For I that Am I am with you and for you.

I Am Your Armor

Of Light
that surrounds you by

day and by night.

I have awoken you from your deep sleep.
You were born for such a time as this.

I chose you before The Beginning.
I have been there with you and

I have not forsaken you!!!

You have done well In My Sight And
In The Sight of Our Father.

You have stood the ground!
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I have called you for a great purpose.
I have revealed your purpose.

I Now Command Thee

Go Forth With My Light...
.
.
.

For they that are My children, they that are
your brothers and sisters will listen

and they will come !

Hide not who you are, nor the name
given you for you are My son.

It Is My Love that drives
out all your fears.
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I grant you this day a greater measure of

...My Love And Of My Heart
that you may walk forth boldly and be

steadfast In Truth as My Witness
and My Prophet of Honor!

Go forth and make disciples as
I Have Made Of Thee!

Bring The Good News That I Have For Them,

The Light of My Lampstand
Is With Thee Now and Forevermore.
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I Have Prepared The Stage
that lies before you!

I Have Given you

My Wisdom
to guide you.

I have prepared you for the role of My Will!

I have opened your eyes with
The Brightest Of

My Light And The Ways
Of My Kingdom!
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I Have Given you the oil that consecrates.
I Have Consecrated And Sealed thee.

There are many to mark and it is
the time of marking!

I Have Shown You The Ways

Sacred And Holy
and you uphold them

in your heart

!!!
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Share The Love That Is Greater!

You will no longer be hidden away.
Go forth and shine brightly

as the star that burns 
the brightest 

in the night sky
That I Have 

Shown 
 you.

Received of The Lord
October 19,2006

Cd’A
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Know that what 

The Lord Has Done
in my life is indeed

a miracle of
miracles!

His Work and that which He Has Granted me
does not make me special or above any

child of God as He Intends To Bless
the many that suffer and are in 

Need of Him!
I will point the way to 

The Lord God Of Israel
In A Day And In An Age

That Is Written!

The Riches of Heaven
are for those that

Reach High
Above

For
All

That They Need
And They Trust That 

The Lord Knows
Their Needs Perfectly!
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One Light
One People

One Menorah
Unity In Christ That Always Was, Is 

               And Forevermore Shall Be…
     The Lord Said That He Was There Before The Beginning.
               Thus He Was There Throughout the history of man!

      The Alpha And Omega
     The Beginning Of All Beginnings.
  The New Beginning of all that ends.

He who believes he knows enough knows little!

He who teaches who is not guided by

The Spirit of The Lord
teaches from the outskirts and fringe 

under the veil of insufficiency,
ministering to no avail.
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A new life granted knows life.
A new life walked knows the truth.

A new life is the essence
of the garden.

Those I Have Discipled may disciple;
Those Discipled By My Spirit.

There is but One Rabbi.
There is but One High Priest!

As It Was Then So It Is Now…

All others misled
My children!
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Those who follow Him know that

True Leadership Is
In Yah’shua,

In Christ
Jesus.

Those claiming leadership are sadly mistaken
in these days and assuredly in time.

Those that raise themselves are
lower than the lowest.

They raise themselves above God believing 
themselves special and worthy of

notice walking in the
streets!

This is not the time for unholy assumption.

There Is No Harvest To Be Found
in the field of unrighteousness!
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To believe I grant you false privilege is error.
Those who believe My Lampstand is

with them know not My Light.

All those who gather not together 
around My Menorah, My Lampstand as

One are not One people, nor My people for;
As it was then is not to be found now.

My children have been led into poverty;
Spiritual poverty of not knowing

the simplest of things of
The Temple And

Of Me
!!!

Your ways are yours, Mine Are Mine!
You find comfort in your flesh!

On earth As It Is In Heaven, yet you
know not heaven and surely

know Not Your Lord!
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Born of a Hebrew made Me not Hebrew

For I AM The Lord Your God
And I Am Above your division.

I Am He
Who came to set free,

Who dined with all sinners,
Who broke bread with gentiles !

With My Light of Truth I set free the
many captives from the

clutches of lies.

I healed the sick, I touched the untouchable.
I traveled to many lands, touched many

with The Light of My Lampstand.
These things you know not

because insufficiency
and assumption

rule in you.

A people chosen of many were indeed Hebrew.
They have a purpose for I Chose It So!

They were to set an example of a
people set apart Unto Me!
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A Light Unto The Nations they were to be.
A Light Unto The Nations they will be.

A promise made for My Namesake.

They took much for granted, losing
much and suffering much to

serve as an example to
all of My people.

Yet they bow to guilt and remorse
rather than bowing in true

repentance that others
may see a greater

nation made

Of My Hand And Led
Of My Spirit!

Who Rules Over The Heavens, The Earth
And Below The Earth?

Who Holds 
The High Seat I Ask?

You must see and you must know.
You have much to lay down.

You have much to
lay down and to sacrifice at

My Sacred Altar Of

Mercy!
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Who would dare lay claim to

My Lampstand And
My Light

as theirs if there be no light in them?
and as though it be theirs alone?

Who would use My Lampstand as a
weapon to divide My people?

Who among you finds
True Righteousness in an eye

for an eye and justifies This In My Sight?

This was in a time and this is no longer that time !
Did I Not Say To Love and Love thine enemies ?

Did I Not Place This Law Above All Others ?

Yours are the ways of a people scorned.

Who would claim that their way

Is of The High Way,
The True And Narrow Path?

Yet many do and claim they know the way
while not united with all the others

that claim the same salvation.
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They say this is the way and another
says No… this is the way !

Follow me …No
follow me

!!!

Where is salvation if this be true
and with Whom

I Your Lord
Ask

you
?

Where Am I Your Lord in
the midst of THIS?
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With so many ways and paths who knows

The True Way, The High Path,
The Order of Melchizedek?
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Hebrews 5: 4-10

Besides, one does not appropriate for himself the honor
[of being High Priest],

but he is called by God and receives it of Him,
just as Aaron did…So too Christ ( the Messiah) did not

exalt Himself to be made a High Priest, but was appointed 
and exalted by Him Who said to Him, You are My Son;

Today I have begotten You.
As He says also in another place,

You are a Priest [appointed] forever
after the order (with the rank)

of Melchisedek.
In the days of His flesh [Jesus] offered up definitive,

special petitions [for that which He not only wanted but 
needed] and supplications with strong crying and tears to

Him Who was [always] able to save Him [out] from death,
and He was heard because of His reverence toward God

[His godly fear, His piety, in that He shrank from the horrors 
of separation from the brightest presence of the Father].

Although He was a Son,
He learned [active, special] obedience through what He

suffered And, [His completed experience]
making Him perfectly [equipped],

He became Author and Source of eternal salvation
to all those who give heed and obey Him,

Being designated and recognized
and saluted by God As

High Priest after the order
(with the rank) of

                              Melchizedek.
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Who would dare appoint themselves and
who has appointed themselves to

The High And Exalted Place
Before My Holy Father?

Who Grants forgiveness?
Who Hears your repentance?

Who Grants you Eternal Salvation?

Woe unto man that raises himself
in the sight of others!

Woe to the man who believes that he is raised!
Woe unto those that so dine together!

For It Is Written…there is one tree that
seeks to grow above all others

and it is satan, it is evil.

And Thus I Say… who truly knows Me?
That which is taken for granted Is Not Granted.

That which appears righteous Is Not.
That Which Deserves Not Receives Not Of

My Favor Nor My Blessing
as though I would condone behavior that

reflects that which I despise and that
which mocks Me And My Father!
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I AM
The Holy God

Of Israel!
In The Sight Of All That I Have Commanded

That Came Of The Will of My Father

Your claiming false favor,
Your claiming and false owning

Of The Blessings In My Sight
Is An Abomination Of

My Son’s Name!
In this you have Brought My Son To Anger

Who is slow to anger… Who Forgives

Much By Grace Granted
you that are unworthy, unfit

and with no merit.

Deliberate Are The Ways Of My Kingdom

…All Vengeance Shall Be His!
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His Righteousness Will Be
Raised In The Land!!!

It Was Written…It Is My Will
And It Shall Be Done

In Him!

You claim suffering yet it is of your own hand.
You have much debt yet you heap more.

You have no fear and are double
minded in this.

Those who deny My Lampstand Deny Me.
Those who divide My brethren Deny Me.
Those who deny one another Deny Me.

Those who believe they have found peace without

The Light of My Lampstand
merely slumber and are sleeping!!!

Be ye sober and Be
ye vigilant ?

Ye Listen not well at all!
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To Know Me Is To Know My Lampstand
…to have your candles lit once again!

A candle with a dead wick
must be raised back

unto life to burn
once again!
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My Grace Is My Light to the deeper place,
the place of repentance and of mercy.

My Grace Is Not the final destination!!!

It Is The True Light That Guides To

My Seat of Mercy.
Do you know these things,

Do you tremble?

Have you
no fear

Of Me
no fear

.

.

.

Of My Righteousness
That Shall Prevail

in the earth

?
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     No fear, 
 No Reverence exists 

in the land!

Thus there is no Cornerstone in your house,
Thus there is not a pillar that stands.

A Pillar Upholds 
The Ways

Of

My
Temple

!!!!!!!!!
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The Lampstand In My Temple
Represented My Light

And
 My Presence

Among a people called and chosen to
Be Reverent of Me Their Lord,

Their High Priest!!!

Selah…
Ponder these things and for those

with hearts open to hear

Let Them
Hear!
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Concerning division:
I am reminded that Adam and Eve

were children of God…

They had but One Father And One God.
They were Not Christians Nor

Hebrews or defined
beyond being

made

In
The Image Of

God And Made Good!
Son and daughter were

these children
of God!
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Concerning this we have much to say which is hard
to explain, since you have become dull in

your [spiritual] hearing and
sluggish

[even slothful in achieving spiritual insight].
For even though by this time you

ought be teaching others, 
you actually need someone to teach you over again

the very first principles of God’s Word.
You have come to need milk,

not solid food.

For everyone who continues to feed on milk is
obviously inexperienced and unskilled

in the doctrine of righteousness
(of conformity to the divine Will

in purpose, thought,
and action)

for he is a mere infant
[unable to talk

yet] !

But solid food is for full-grown men,for those
whose senses and mental faculties are

trained by practice to discriminate
and distinguish between what

is morally good and noble and what
is evil and contrary either to 

divine or human law.

Hebrews 5: 11-14
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Are these things with you...Do you find
them around you in the earth?

My Counsel
The One Voice

Heard And The One Followed
For I Am The Power And 

The Authority In
All Things.

My Knowledge
For I Am The Library Of All Truth.

My Understanding
For I Am The God That Defines All Things.

My Wisdom
For I Am Author, Creator And Authority

In All Things That Have Passed, 
That Are At Present And

Will Be Forevermore.

My Strength
For I Am Resolve And Steadfast Am I

Who Upholds All That Is Sacred And Is Holy.

My Spirit That Is Holy
That Is One With The Spirit of My Father

As I Am One With My Father.
Are you one as We Are One?

Fear of Me
For I Am All Things Righteousness.

I Am The Judge of All Things.
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 …Are these things to be
found within you?

And they be not as surely They Are Not!

Are you The Dwelling Place Of My Light?
And...I Ask in what illusion of

  Life do you reside?

Reverence is the path to the low place,
the lowly place is the lowest of all,

the place and way of the
heart that bows.

A heart that is not surrendered,
a heart that is not bowed

cannot hear Me

Nor My Will!!!
A heart that hears not serves nothing but itself

while fostering the lie that it Serves Me,
Serves Me Jesus And

Your God!!!
A heart raised knows but the babbling,

the noise of a mind unrestrained,
and surely uncontrolled.

A heart serving the flesh hears
no still voice that guides.
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You divide by ignorance,
You divide with great symbolism,
You divide with great zeal!

You enjoy your many battles,
the distaste of difference,

the joy of conquest.

Yet you are victorious in nothing for
nothing you do Is By My Will and you know

not That All Victories Are In My Son!

You glorify yourselves and

Not My Beloved Son!

Yet you say that you love!!!

You know Not My Love in this conduct
unbecoming Your Father And

My Beloved Son!
That I Raised From

death itself.

Has your world raised His Name Above it?

Has your own nation Raised
His Name Above it ?
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Be not surprised by consequence!

Be Not Surprised When
I Come To Visit

you!

You say that I am not a punishing God,
yet you persist in sinning… not

changing in your ways !

You love doing evil Which I Despise
as though I Have Changed ?

Yet It Is you that fear not
and change not!

You Have Been Given Much
and have squandered

All Good Things!
The Gospel Is The Gospel!

The Gospel Is Truth
.
.
.

granted you for wisdom,
yet you enjoy your

foolishness!
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The Gospel Is The Whole
not the old separated from the new and

It Separates Not From Itself!

You live Not The Life I Have Asked of you.
You are more fearful of those that

oppose Me And My Name
Than Of Me…

God !
.
.
.

Those who shun Me I Will Shun!
Those That Dishonor Will

perish in their pride.
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You treat The Truth as truth in part!

You decide what is right and
what is wrong according

to your desires and
your wants.

You know no gnashing of teeth….
You know not trembling,

You know not fear.

Do Not Flirt with darkness and

Expect Light!
Do you believe you can

raise yourselves ?
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You know no struggle greater than
the seeking of earthly comfort,

you know little sacrifice
.
.
.
.

Have you Truly Overcome?

Have you Truly Laid Down your life?

You know not the suffering that
yields a good harvest,

a bountiful
meal

!
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The Light Of My Lampstand
is carried within a heart that has

bowed and is Fully Yielded!

Who carries My Lampstand with them?
Who dwells in the darkness I Ask?

Who is worthy of My Light?

The hardest is yet to come
yet you are well satisfied in your

ignorance and deceit!
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Where Is
The Light That Is Brighter

among
you
?
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I 
AM

Among you yet you
know This Not!

You know not the simplest of things.
You understand not the seals.

You Know Not

My White Horse !!!

You know not that

I Come First In The Spirit
then through the gate that is

to be opened that has
been closed and

set apart

!!!
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Who may enter, who may dwell in

The House Of The Lord,
The House Of The Most High?

.

.

.

. I AM
The Holy

    God Of Israel                         .
                             .
                                  .
                                       .
                                            .

 I Am That I AM!!!
.

I Am Lord And King over all peoples.
I see not as you see, I see only hungry sheep

in great peril and need of The Meal
of Truth That I Have to offer

That I Have Prepared
In The Holiest

Place
!
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You know not 

The Ways Holy And Ways Sacred
yet claim false privileges

In My Name!
Believing That It Be Granted Is 

   the legacy of a captive…
of satan’s fool!

The fruit of the world is indeed as rotten as
those who dare to reach so low for it;

for surely they know not that this
is Not the time to pick fruit!

Rotten seed has born rotten fruit!

Yet the rotten continue to
plant the dark seed

and water it
evily.
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You spoil the good ground, are lazy and
expect The Abundant Harvest!

The Abundant Harvest Comes From
Good Soil that is nurtured

and well cared for.
.
.
.

From

The Word Of God
.

For the soil which has drunk the rain that repeatedly falls
upon it and produces vegetation useful to those

for whose benefit it is cultivated
partakes of a blessing

From God!
But if [that same soil] persistently bears

thorns and thistles, it is considered worthless
and near to being cursed, whose

end it is to be burned.

Hebrews 6: 7,8
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And to Adam He said, Because you have listened
and given heed to the voice of your wife

and have eaten of the tree of which

I commanded
 you,

saying, You shall not eat of it, the
ground is under a curse because of you;

In sorrow and toil shall you eat
[of the fruits] of it all the

days of your
life.

Thorns and thistles shall it bring forth for you,
and you shall eat the plants of the field.

In the sweat of your face shall you eat bread
until You return to the ground, for out of

it you were taken; For dust you are
and to dust you shall return.

Genesis 3: 17,18,19
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So to those that say that God is not punishing
in any way, shape or form know Not

The Holy God Of Israel
for they have No Reverence as they

know No Fear of The Lord in their hearts…
then teach others the same falsities

by their example.

They believe themselves wiser men than 

Jesus, His Gospel And The

Truth Of The
Word!
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Let us be mindful that

Fear of The Lord
precedes and encourages a real and a true

Reverence of The Lord
The First Step Of The Temple

And Toward God Is
Fear Of And Respect For

The Lord Our God!
Fear and respect are the cornerstone

of humility...where the heart

Bows, Yields, Obeys
And Serves

oh Israel!

Amen!
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As I have received these words of The Lord
I have become even more hungry for

THE TRUTH AND HIS
REVELATION!

It is important that we understand the roles
that we that are Hebrew must fill

.

.

.
We that have been asleep and are awakening

are to be a light unto the nations;
We must fully bow all

that is not

Of The Lord Or Of
The Kingdom!

As it was then so It Is Now 
Sayeth The Lord

.

.

.
History is repeating itself, do not

get caught slumbering or
sleeping this time

that is here
away!
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The long sleep is unto The Lake of Fire!

The awake and diligent make the
Proper Preparations For

The Coming Of
The Lord

Amen!
The Hebrews were a chosen people of God.

A few were granted hearing His Voice.

They were to, through their witness,
Bring Light into the world

of Their God.

He Revealed Himself To Them
For A Great Purpose

.

.

.

To Guide His people
In The Ways

Holy
!!!
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It was made clear By Our Lord Through Paul 
that the gentiles too must know of this

God Of The Israelites!
And previously The Lord Said

“I traveled to many lands.”
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Furthermore the disciples went
to many lands according to

The Will Of The
Lord

To Spread
The Good News of Salvation,

Of Jesus Christ And
His Sacrifice 

for
us
!
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Through His disciples He reached many places
and He reached many people of

the many lands!

The Lord Himself Traveled
By His Spirit To Many

Distant Lands!

The witness of His Presence Has Been
Realized more in history than

we have realized...Amen!
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His followers did not say “ we are Hebrew
                                 above and beyond all ”.

No It Was Jesus, Yah’shua
That Was To Be Raised

Above All Things
including
culture

!

Paul said to Peter that he was not
to dine with just Hebrews!

Rather…they were called

Followers of The Lord,
Followers of Jesus,

of Yah’shua!
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They took the immovable rigidity of the old ways and
In Christ, Who the pharisees rejected, they raised

The Torch of True Light and carried forward
The Work Of The Lord According

To The Word Of God
And Of Prophesy.

The old rejected the branch that sprung up
From The Root of Jessie, From

The Bloodline of Judah!

David foretold of 
“ forgive them for they know not

what they do ” that was later spoken of

Our Lord On The

Cross!
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Despite all evidence both in the natural
world and through miracles of the

spiritual realm the high priests
of the old age knew Not

The
True High Priest

Who Stood
Before

them

!!!
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Jesus Stood before the established
world religious power structure

and Rebuked those who
Knew Him Not, Accepted 

Him Not !

They portrayed Him to be a blasphemous man
with a fraudulent claim of being the

Son Of God The Father
that threatened their power and was

a thorn in their established
control and power

structure.

The guilty men and the tyrants accused
Jesus, Our Lord of their own

crimes against God!

So they laid their debt upon Him…And
He took their debt along with

those of all of us that
are children

Of God To The Cross
And Died for our sins!

All debts were settled and A Way Was Made
for us to come out from under our debts!
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The lines and divisions of man are quickly
blurred in the reality of God’s Son.

Yet man has managed not to understand
the simplest of all things while

claiming great wisdom.

We find ourselves again in the place of the
prideful and arrogant pharisees

that rejected 

The Son
And The Gospel...His Gospel!

Today And In This Age
we bear witness to this and will

witness this over and
over again !

Beware of being part of the old history
while the new history is written !
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Is there not just One Teacher, One Rabbi
That Teaches the teachers, the rabbis ?

And what is to become of the student, the disciple
that has decided that he is wiser than

The Holy High Priest,
wiser than

Christ Jesus,
Yah’shua

?
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When we that believe manipulate and bring 
flesh interpretation to The Word of God, then

argue and bring division due to
a complete lack of

Holy Spirit Guided
learning, then the we that are to

be priests of the faith...are
we not as they ?

And how will God Deal
with the we that

are as they

?
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Today… as previous Scripture 
references make

clear… 

We have become dull in hearing
and sluggish In The Way

and The Life we
are to lead!
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The disciples went before rulers of nations
without fear to challenge the ways

of the world that did not
conform to the

Gospel of Christ,
The Truth of The Lord!

Where are these disciples now
when they are so needed?

I am saddened to say that they lay down in
comfort rather than fighting the

good fight and much

Has Been
Lost

!
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The Spirit of The Lord
Will Raise His

Army,
His Armada of saints in the earth

that understand purpose
and live a life that 

truly pleases 

God The Father!!!
His Will Be Done On Earth 

As It Is In Heaven!!!!
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    A People That Are Led!
                         Not the purpose driven of the

                         flesh and it’s many
                         desires!

A People of Victory In Christ
In Yah’shua Who Leads

Upon His White
Horse!

                                  Not the aimless people
                                               of defeat!

     It is the blind that claim victory
        when they are defeated!

        Agile and swift is The Spiritual Warrior
            whose foundation is The Rock...Amen!

Lame is the earthly warrior with no foundation
that sinks deeper and deeper

into the sand !
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I am now reminded of the 144,000 that
will soon gather and emerge!

.

They Shall Gather From
The Four Corners

Of The Earth
.

The Ways of The Tribes Are Returning!
The Time of The Re-Unification

Is At Hand!
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The Ways Sacred And Holy Of

He That Is The Lion Of Judah
Who Is Among Us Upon

His White Horse!

Purple Is The Robe Of The Sovereign Lord!
             Crimson Is The Sash That Girds!
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He That Is Our High Priest Now Speaketh 

And His Voice Will Be Heard
As A Mighty Roar!

I your brother say

It Is Time
To

.

.

.

 Arise oh Israel!
Praise The Name Of Our Lord

Yah’shua Christ Jesus!
Speak And Sing His Praises

From Thine Hearts!

Hear Ye The New Song
That Is Playing...
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The Spirit of The Lord Is
As Sweet Music

that soothes the heart burdened
and pours in to fill

the voids

As
It Resonates

With Our Deep Innermost
Places, Touching

Our Tender
Heart

S
t
r
i
n
g
s

And
Sing
Ye

The New
Song

!
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Awake My Sleeping Bride
Sayeth The Lord Of Hosts !

It is now the time of the awakening of those that
have been long lost sheep and scattered

through the generations and
were born for such a

time as this

!!!!!!!!!
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I am encouraged that

OUR Lord And
OUR King

Has Never Given Up on us…
Though many have long since compromised

All That Is Good for fleshly pursuits!

That He Is The
Lampstand,

The Son
where all that truly love Him

will gather before Him
And Praise

His
Name

           Now And Forever
                                                  More…Amen!
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Where others have sold their souls,
Where others have sold their birthright,

Where others have forfeited their inheritance,

The Holy And Sacred Ways of
The Lord will be upheld

In His People
who hear, listen and 

Take Heed!

Where One Light,
One People And One Menorah

Will Shine Forth Again 

In Reverence And 
In Awe of 

God
.
.
.
.
.
.
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.

.

.

.

.

.
Forsake ye not 

The Lord That Is

Good And Is Kind
Unto The Redemption

And Salvation
of your souls from the

evils of the world
.
.
.

Amen!
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I leave you now with Scriptures According To

The Lord’s Instruction
.
.
.

So 
see 
to it 

that you 
do not reject 

Him or refuse to 
listen to and heed Him 

Who is speaking [to you now].
For if they [ the Israelites] did not escape

when they refused to listen and heed
Him Who warned and divinely

instructed them [here]
on earth, how much less shall we escape if

we reject and turn our backs on Him
Who cautions and admonishes

from heaven ?

Then 
[at Mount Sinai]

His voice shook the earth, but now
He has given a promise:

Yet once more I will shake and make tremble not
only the earth but also the [starry] heavens.
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Now this expression, Yet once more,
indicates the final removal and

transformation of all
[that can be]

shaken

--that is, of that which has been created—in order 
that what cannot be shaken may

remain and continue.

Let us therefore, receiving a kingdom that is
firm and stable and cannot be shaken,

offer to God pleasing service
and acceptable worship, 

with modesty and
pious care 

and

Godly fear and awe.
For Our God [is indeed] A Consuming Fire.

Hebrews 12: 25-29

 “ Strive to live in peace with everybody and
pursue that consecration and

holiness without which
no one will

[ever]
see

The Lord. ”
Hebrews 11: 14
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Thus I Your Lord Have Said…

One Light,
One People, One

Menorah
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

The Lord Spoke To Abraham...
       “Of Thee I Will Make

 A Great Nation!”
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May we be the people
                   Of This Great Nation,.

.

.

.

.

.

.

His Holy Nation
Where The Lord Our God

Rules Supreme As
Sovereign

King
!!!
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Be ye encouraged in the hope that is to

be found In Christ Jesus!

In Him Is Our New Beginning.
In Him Is Full Completion.

He Is The Light And
The Candle Lit!

Of The Servant Of All,
The High Priest…Amen!

October  2006

Cd’A
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A Message to Our World

From On High!!!!
The Light That Burns

Brighter…
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                         Make No Mistake 

The Time Is Now!

This is a time
For Action

.

.

.

The Time Of
Action

!
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The Tree Of Life
is about Movement,

is about Faith
.
.
. 

is 
about

Being
Connected

In God!
Realize that we can truly be

One Body, One Sinew!
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No one and no nation must stand alone and cannot
stand alone without Our Lord and without each other!

There is to be One Nation In Unity.  
There is only One Truth And

It Is Absolute...
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Absolute Truth Is The Only Light 
that will bring our world out of darkness!  

The turmoil Truth brings on is
truly a healing force...

Surrender and meet
all things with

Love 
including your

enemies
.
.
.

Embrace
the experience

and learn the
important

lessons
with

in
!
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We must Stand in the face of 
adversity and persecution

.

We must fight The Good Fight! 

In Christ
At Any Cost!

We must be as a living sacrifice unto The Lord.
We must be willing to lay down our lives!
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For that which we know from 

The Holy Spirit Is Above
the ego driven truths of man… 

And Is Seated And Stands

Above All!
It is not about

man’s will
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

It Is About

God’s
Will

!
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Stop looking to the
outside world for answers! 

The Way of Truth is through the heart!

The Lord Speaks to our hearts,
Not to our heads or flesh

.

.

.

Amen
!
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Fast ye from the world...

Divorce the world!
Reach up to God so that your eyes and

ears may be opened and fine tuned.

Put Your Faith Forward! 
We brighten the

world
By
S
h
a
r
i
n
g
.
.
.

His Healing Light,

His Sacred And Holy 
Lampstand

!
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Our Mission is to unify the 

Awakening World 
by touching

all with
.
.
.
.

The Torch That Burneth Brightly That Is
The Flame That Lights The Way!

.

.

.

The Light of Truth Given Us

Of Christ Jesus,
Yah’shua!
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He Lives
And Still Is...

The Good News!
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At conception and
in the womb we

are spiritual, 

One With God
Upon arrival we become divided!
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We Come From One
Then we are divided…

The world then envelopes our existence…takes us into it’s fold.  That 
which we experience with our senses and flesh becomes our teacher.  
The world is the false teacher that brings forth a false light that yields 
the darkness of lies, deception and confusion.  This further leads to 
fear, self-doubt and limitation.  Faith, righteousness and knowledge 
of a different, destructive type is adopted…those of the world, not 
of Christ !  Beware of the false teachers and false prophets.  There 
is a reason deeper than many can see.  There are Pearls of Wisdom.  
The world is a grand deception, a theater of controversy!  Our world 
is in constant battle.  There is an opposing force...A dark presence 
cloaks the world with false perceptions.  Realities are formed based 
on Lies.  The presence encourages the erecting of walls within each 
individual that act as a barrier to Truth. The walls are built on the 
quicksand of deception.  The walls keep us from connecting with our 
hearts and with the hearts of others. In the world the path is unclear, 
seemingly a mystery...In Christ, In Yah’shua the path is there for us 
to follow, the path is lit and clear when Led of The Holy Spirit !

The first step is to enable the individual to see.  Truth opens your eyes 
widely.   Sight opens a door to deeper understanding thus breaking 
through the many barriers.  Truth is a battering ram that must shake 
the wall, weaken it and ultimately break through...Deeper yet lies a 
trilogy of Truth: Wisdom, Knowledge and Truth. There is a constant 
internal battle between Good and evil.  The key is to align with The 
Good of God...not the self-perceived doing of good!  I searched for 
The Good in books, programs, meetings and philosophies.  It was 
not to be found in the books on the self...what I was looking for 
found me when I was ready.

Many  medical, psychiatric, scientific, technological, communications, 
media, religious and other communities influence our beliefs.  
Alcoholism is a disease, a mental illness is to be treated chemically, 
technology is our savior and the media feeds society with that which 
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will sell, earning them profits based on feeding society what it has 
come to crave...any cure even if it is of deception, lies and sin!  A 
docile society allows their control to slowly slip away one sound 
byte, one show at a time!  Before too long we find that our time 
has been sold to the highest bidder at the greatest of price...erosion 
and degradation of our individual and collective values...Erosion of 
all Godly Principles...picking those that are doable and casting the 
others aside.  The Good is exchanged for the goods of the world, 
forsaking the erosion while shirking the responsibility.  Where has 
accountability gone ?  Then we wonder why the sun has left and we 
are left with the storm...Why The Son, The Light has departed and 
we are left with the darkness of the storms of our iniquities..Why The 
Abundant Spiritual Harvest of The Holy Spirit  is diminished while 
the material harvest continues to yield a fleshly return for living a 
carnal life...teaching that comfort is the ultimate reward!  And why 
we should not be surprised that by living a life in the center of the 
darkness does not earn us a seat at The Table of The Lord, does not 
earn us Salvation or a seat assured in The Kingdom of Heaven!

If God does not desire or enable our iniquity and does not reward 
living a life lived outside His Instructions and Commands, then we 
must seriously ponder where the material reward comes from when 
it is not truly deserved according to our conduct.  We are told not to 
be jealous of others...perhaps one reason for this is that their gain is 
ill gotten and compares not to the True Riches of Heaven bestowed 
by God unto His truly faithful followers.  This would then beg the 
question...Who actually rewards darkness, evil and sin ?...why 
satan of course !...for those that unknowingly follow him in their 
false lives lived strangely too often meets with success...then man 
believes the material, carnal flesh success is the reward and seeks 
it rather than The Lord and His Kingdom first !  Remember that 
it is the wanton that crave adulterously that end up on the outside 
looking in at The Lord and His people before their final departure to 
their eternal place of unrest and misery!

What if when sinners pray to God because they want more of the 
wrong thing God actually Says to satan “give them what they want.”  
“The light has departed from them, May they reap what they have 
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sown...If they favor a false kingdom of flesh over My Kingdom, 
then let them be servants unto the false master they serve!  “They 
prefer kingdoms and leaders of the flesh that they can see over Me, 
Their God, And My Kingdom ! “

Many organized religions are based on man’s alteration of the intent 
of The Word.  Let us not call a man “ The Holy Father. ”  Men 
that others run to for direction and answers as though God chose 
one person other than The Son Jesus Christ AS HEAD OF THE 
CHURCH!  The best that we can be is Fatherly and the highest 
place should be the humblest, lowest place.  Man’s ordained are not 
always of Father God’s Choosing, rather they choose their leaders 
themselves.  Is this to say that man’s church cannot repent and 
redeem itself in The Sight of God to become A Church of Christ’s 
True Spiritual Body...of course it can...but will it ?  When we see 
flocks in different pastures that are not all green and that are not all 
connected together then we see A Body separated.  Man’s highly 
structured organizations that have and continue to believe that they 
can withhold The Truth “in the best interest of man ” or decide what 
is best to feed God’s children is taking a great liberty that does not 
lead the children back to their Father!  These notions are lies, a 
misdirection and foster a false reality.  These organizations serve too 
often the power and ego of man.  There is but One Holy Father and 
He Is God.  Man cannot be just or trusted to act in the best interest 
of mankind without being truly Led of The Holy Spirit...too often 
sinful behavior is justified In Christ claiming to Serve Him...Father 
God, Jesus And The Holy Spirit Are Not The Authors of confusion, 
sin and iniquity, Nor Do They condone it.  Let each man, woman 
and child be Led of The Spirit And The Light of The Lampstand 
as to what is truly right and wrong.  May we stop being enablers 
of iniquity while claiming ignorance.  Ignorance is chosen and self 
inflicted while The Word of God is there for each of us to guide us in 
a New Life That Is Truly A Reflection Of It’s Author, His Spirit And 
His Son Jesus, Yah’shua.    Only God can be trusted and truly Is Just.  
God Offers A Complete Freedom In Christ, In Yah’shua.  Man guides 
man into acceptance of Christ while he has shackled man from The 
Full Freedom therein by not covering the ground of Wisdom that is 
the basis for informed choice in the knowledge of consequences.  It 
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is not about religion, a code of ethics, nor a series of rituals.  The 
True Gospel is so often drowned by an over sensitivity focused on 
sin consciousness and the wrong fear...thus the swimmer drowns in 
the sea of wayward confusion.  Is it not about love, faith and trust In 
God ?  Is it not about establishing a relationship with Him ?  Where 
is the discipling, Where are the True Teachers that live The Life 
Promised, modeling The True Christ in all their ways I ask ?  Man 
has become a creature of comfort in lieu of being of His Creation 
and living a life kept in The Comfort of The Comforter !

The selling of one’s soul is indeed a most serious matter !  In who’s 
hands have we left the most precious things ?  We ought all ponder 
what we take for granted in exchange for how things really work 
according to The Kingdom of Heaven...including myself that must 
check in on a moment by moment and a daily basis!

We must keep ourselves and others that truly seek to follow The 
Lord in check, checking in with He That Is The True Authority Over 
His Word!  He Is The Word Spoken And The Word That Is Heard in 
the deep place of our hearts.  The Word That Can Be Written upon 
our hearts and dwell within our hearts but not without The Holy 
Spirit From Which It Comes...Amen!

We also cannot let pride of our knowledge blind us quickly into a 
worthless heap of head knowledge that fosters death and a decline 
into the recline of comfort!!!

Where The Word of God Dwells
So Dwells It’s Author!

What books reside upon the shelf in
the library that is your heart?

Time to burn a few books and check out
New Ones From The Library of Heaven!
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We all must learn to be

God Conscious, Son Conscious,
Victor Conscious, Faith Conscious

And Above All

Love
C
o
n
s
c
i
o
u
s
!
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Above All let us be 

Lord And Kingdom Conscious
in all that
we do ! 

Above All let us be faithful
Followers Of The Lord Our God

True To Him
in all

that
we
A
R
E
!

Above All may we have
Jesus Christ, God The Father And

The Holy Spirit
in our hearts!
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It is The Truth that will free the
people, God’s children...

The Word of God Is The Only
And The Absolute Truth!

I speak not against you the flock
for you are my brothers

and sisters that
I love.

It is my desire to enlighten the flock that must stop
feeding a false fire and quickly seek

The Fire That Is Everlasting
and share with you all that

The Lord Has
Shown

me!

I say these things to expose false freedom
to re-assure you and to bring

my candle of hope to
the table

.

.

.

That The
True Freedom Is In

Christ Jesus, In
Yah’shua

!
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The ways of distraction and fear, the many false
expectations appearing real and yet are not
destroy the earth and God’s children,

The Truth And Light
is abandoned, thus we become
buried in the darkness
of the void left !!!

The solution is simple,  it lies outside the box.  The box is the world 
and The Spirit is not containable, is free and ever expansive as The 
Lord God who created the universe with the eternal depth of it’s 
content.  The box is your mind… a trap, a prison.  The only person 
that stands in your way is you...Why try to place a perfect thing 
of beauty into the darkness of containment?  The Spirit of God is 
beyond our imagination and is a space immeasurable...such a Light 
cannot be restrained in the confines of man’s world and reality.  With 
the right knowledge and the proper guidance In Christ, In Yah’shua 
The Light will enter the confines of the separated cells of darkness 
we are trapped in...We then emerge into The True Light together 
becoming one as we individually become one with Our Creator 
through The Son...May The Light of The Son and His Lampstand 
shine upon you my brothers and sisters!  May we be the children 
once lost forever found !  May The Rope of The Holy Spirit, Ruach 
Kadosh encircle us, taking us captive in The Freedom of The Son, 
The Father And His Spirit...Amen!

The intellect has a way of making your head spin.  The intellect 
teaches you that anything can be true and thus A Firm Foundation 
Of Righteous Knowledge In Christ is blocked.  God Is Simple. 
His Wisdom Is Simple.  Our world complicates all things.  We so 
often in history see that the truth today is replaced with a new truth 
tomorrow.  The beauty of The Truth of God Is that It Is Timeless for 
He Is The Ancient of Days, The bush burns today seeking a listener 
as it did then!  His Wisdom is in the form of Pearls of Wisdom 
that cannot be jaded or diminished.  Be the pearl that is worn away 
and polished into a perfect luster...Become as the silver that is 
untarnished.  Having faith that God has a plan and path for you In 
His Son is both vital and crucial.
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Faith is a difficult concept in this world we live in.  Have Faith in 
something you cannot see ?  If you cannot see and have faith in the 
small things, then you cannot see that God is in the most minute of 
details.  The listening observer that hears will know and feel the 
confirmation of The Spirit of The Lord that is all around us.  Faith 
comes through seeing A Light Offered us in the shadows.  Truth is 
obstructed and walled over by our experiences in life that send us 
into the box.  We come into this world One with The pure Light 
of God’s Spirit.  This is where we must return to.  As we venture 
back our flesh and mind feel pain...then many mixed signals enter 
in.  The heart is in denial while the mind is given free reign that it 
does not easily give up...it’s false sense of control refuses to make 
way for The Greater Will.  Truth becomes twisted, something to 
be feared through the innumerable attacks on our faith...attacks 
come in many forms intending to weaken our Hope In Christ, In 
Yah’shua.  The mind itself wants to continue being a self protective 
defense mechanism, thus blocking us from a deep reliance and a full 
measure of faith applied unto The Lord Our God.  False paradoxes 
ensue…I want to change but my mind says no. Complexity replaces 
Simplicity.  Perceived reality blinds us.  The blind man’s reality is 
falsely perceived.  If turmoil, pain and sin are to be our consciousness, 
then it is no wonder that we run and hide within !  We can become 
ruled by guilt, fear and unworthiness manifesting in deep rooted 
lies, deception, defensiveness and selfishness.  Look around you and 
listen.  Be self aware hearing what you say and seeing what you do...
Listen to your words !  If someone says something that you react to 
defensively, what part of that reaction have you looked at.  Look at 
other’s actions and words as a mirror reflecting a part of yourself.  
If everyone is mirroring and no one is aware of this Truth, is it any 
wonder that it is hard to connect with others, with oneself and most 
importantly with God Himself ?  Realize that we project our great 
weakness, our deepest fears and our doubt towards God.  We learn 
in the world that if we trust in others, open ourselves up vulnerably, 
that we become hurt in so many ways seen and unseen.  If we expect 
from others then we are so often disappointed.  We cannot project 
this toward God As He Is Loving, He Never Disappoints and Is A 
God in which we can have Great Expectations...Amen!
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See how others act as a mirror upon which 
your opinion of yourself is formed.

Be aware of your triggers 
(Thoughts, emotions and desires)

and how they manifest in anger, rage, sadness
and many other emotions!

Our hearts become trapped in the bad weather
of our past as we are passed by and

as we pass by life empty.

We carry an umbrella of self protection to
protect us from more bad weather

for surely we expect
a storm!

The umbrella that we open and place over us
actually shields us from the rain of

blessings that fall from
heaven above

us.

Dark and lonely is the shade of our
deep despair and distrust!

Dark are the shades of the palette of the world
that paints darkness driving us into a

the corner with no apparent
or clear way

out.

The only way out of the corner is up!
The only way out is The Lord!
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Odd how happiness can be measured by how 
others respond to you, judge you !

When others paint their picture of you it
surely does not reflect the true

person the true picture
of who you

are.

If your life were a canvass, then there should be
one canvass that reflects one life lived.

Why is it that we can continue to live while
painting life in so many different

ways that would lead to
two distinct lives

framed
?

One painting that is painted for the public
is painted with the desired colors

that the critic would
accept

.

.

.
While there is another painting canvassed

that is only for private viewing
and not suitable for

other eyes!

It is the many dishonest painters that make for the
false gallery filled with deceptions

and the sins well hidden !
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The emotions that hide in the dark and of darkness
are not pleasant colors when brushed

unto a canvass that is pure
and white in it’s

beginning.

As a child is pure, perfect and of light
so should the canvass remain!

Yet defiled is the innocent child that finds
violation at every street corner and

within the home that is found
in the earthly realm.

Sweet is The Realm That Is Above the child
and all around the precious child just

like a mother’s embrace !

May we In Christ become as living vivid
colors on His Canvas, shining

forth His Light!

You invite us to 
Your Easel Of Eternal Life!!!

We arrive as a dim picture
and you can transform

us back into a thing
of great beauty!

Perfect is The Canvass of The Lord Creator.
Perfect Is The Brush of The Lord.

Perfect Is The Painting.
Perfect Is The

Child
!
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Now put a real mirror in
front of yourself !

Now take a look... A Good Look!!!

This is called honest introspection... looking deeply at
all of your triggers of fear, unworthiness, and all

other lies that reside within your heart…

Sadly This Can Be A Sight
That Is Not So Pretty

For The Gazer!

The eyes are indeed the gateway
to the heart and the soul !

I thank God that what He saw in my mirror was
not the same as the ugly child I saw!

Ever notice how difficult eye contact can be
when walking through the world,

few are the eyes that
smile !

This mirror also can show you all the manifestations of your
own will at work that is learned from the world,

guided by a desire to conform 
to the world !

How do you see yourself ?
Does what you see

make you
happy

?
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Feels like persecution and something to run from !
We do not have to look to the outside for the

persecution, the slander...just look
at what we do to ourselves

within our secret
lives lived!

Now you can clearly see your will, identify it and
take it captive To Christ And His Gospel.

It is your heart that reflects
who you truly are !

You are not what you
think, feel and

desire.
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Be about what Father God
Desires For You !

Know that a life that is unlived can
be replaced by a new one...

A New Picture On
A New Canvass!

Remember That God Only Sees
The True Painting and all the strokes

of The Brush That Paints !

The Lord is not a critic,
He Is A Redeemer !

Yield your brush that paints dark pictures !
Give that old brush to The Lord !

He Is The Hope that when we look into
the mirror we will see a better image

than the one we measure short!

He Understands our weakness,
our fears and the many

things hidden!
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Be aware of your triggers, witness them, set them 
aside and listen to your heart… open

your hearts To The Lord and

Be fed of The Manna
Of The Lord!!!
Be not denied your place

At The Table Of
The Lord !
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Now that you are set aside, you can begin to see
deeper within yourself, your heart.

You can begin to see
and know

Truth In Your
Heart

.

.

.

.
Truth comes forth through a heart humbled,

a heart that desires The Light and
the heart bowed to

God
when you are willing,

will show you
who you

are
in

Him
!
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When you can look in the mirror and see God in 
you then you are in the right dimension…

the meek, poor and humbled with
a new appreciation for

what God has
made.

This begins a revelation of what truth and 
unconditional love are… 

That God’s Unconditional Love 
is for you and in you as you allow 

Him To Enter your most
guarded place !

Only when you can truly love yourself unconditionally can
you begin to understand others and meet them with

the same Love God Has for you
and meets you with every

day of your life!
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Confusing?

The Teacher, The Rabbi
can teach you no matter where you

are how to seek and reach

Father God’s Light
Of Life And

Truth!
Without A True Connection

are we not a flock
scattered

?
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Isolation divides us from
the flock and

Our
Good

S
H
E
P
H
E
R
D
!!!
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“ Good can appear evil and evil
can appear Good. ”

The blind sheep knows not
the wolf that disguises

himself as a fellow
sheep in the

herd!

Unprotected And Unguided
The Sheep Will Perish !
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If you can see this,
is it not a very common,

natural feeling in the world…
one of I do not deserve

or I am not worthy
.
.
.

Of Good Things?
There will be a point where you want to give up.  There has to be 
something more to my life than this!  It takes a commitment to 
desiring Truth to begin to see through the darkness.  It takes saying 
“ Enough Is Enough ! “

As The Light of The Lord enters your heart, you will awaken.  Tune 
in. A feeling of internal shredding comes forth.  It is much like a 
coarse piece of sandpaper rubbing against your insides.  The internal 
battle between our individual perceived reality and His Truth takes 
hold.  In this time of great turmoil, confusion and pain a greater 
desire is born.  This pure desire of your heart to break free opens 
a door to a new beginning.  A birthing is taking place.  Birth is 
painful and patience (longsuffering) is the essential.  God Will Show 
Himself to you when you reach this point.  God can present Himself 
in many ways.  Once The Presence is recognized you will never be 
the same.  Once you depart from the old path you know you would 
be insane to want to return to it.  This is the time of lessons.  A 
time to walk forth in a New Light, to live a New Life.  You have A 
New Father Who has been there the whole time.  He Will Love you, 
Never Abandon you, but do expect Him to Discipline you.  Come 
to know His Rod and Staff as your comfort for God Rebukes And 
Brings The Rod of Correction to those He Loves...Amen!  We are 
children of The Father... sons and daughters living as brothers and 
sisters In Christ, Of One Family.  Love God, Love Jesus, Love your 
brothers and sisters. It is critical that we begin to discern between 
what is a message (Spirit-God) and a thought (mind-flesh) at this 
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point and on an ongoing basis...this is known as discernment...
Discernment comes Through The Holy Spirit Who’s Eyes see 
deeper to reveal the things that the eyes of the flesh cannot see... the 
flesh merely sees the surface of things and not what is truly lurking 
underneath...that which comes from the underneath.  Evil is indeed 
a real presence and all around us...But The Lord’s Light is to be your 
armor !  There is no silver lining in the earth there is only the satin 
lining of a casket waiting your arrival.  The True Cloth is the white 
linen of a wedding gown cleansed and purified By The Blood of 
Christ, The Blood Shed That Is Spiritual.  What was once the blood 
of sacrifice and of animals brushed upon the door entrance to protect 
is now The Spiritual Blood of The Son...As It Was foreshadowed in 
The Old Testament and completed In Christ in The New Testament!  
Now The Fill Completion In Christ, In Yah’shua is at hand In This 
Revelation Age and into The Everlasting Age
Of The Kingdom That Cometh...
Amen, Amen and Amen!

Develop your hearing---Listening through the heart.
It requires that we say “ Mind be still. “ in order to know
the “ Be still and know that I Am God ” as a new living reality.

Settle for nothing less and the less
shall become nothing!

The fire of the world is false and false are the ashes
disguised as a false fire that consumes when

the consumed is the false fire...Amen!

The mind is filled with battles and many storms...If there is a 
mountain of rubble in your way then may the faith of your mustard 
seed move that mountain.  Be not as debris by the side of the road... 
be the whole that walks in the center of the thoroughfare.  Be not the 
fish that lies upon the shore gasping for air...be the good catch in The 
Net of The Fisherman Of Souls...and be not the drowning man next 
to the boat that travels in the center of the stream...be the passenger 
in The Boat of Salvation With The Lord At The Helm...Amen !
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It is about faith being put into Action !!!
True Faith is not a noun it is an action verb.

It is about learning to listen to The Word of God which comes in the 
form of your own words, words of others and direct words to you 
from God.  You must also begin to open yourself to The Lord to be 
led on your path In Christ, In Yah’shua.  Once you have seen this His 
Direction for you and have learned the lessons from The Rabbi, The 
Teacher you can truly begin to move more freely.  You are already 
free In Christ before He Meets you...But it Is He That Leads  you 
into the full measure.  I say do fall not short of the mark...Go the 
whole distance...run the whole race...Amen! .  We are all granted a 
measure of faith sufficient if raised up to the challenges we face and 
the work given us of The Lord.  The faith in committing to remain 
and to live truly for The Lord, being in the moment every moment 
of His Eternal Presence will guide you in your ways through your 
purpose revealed.  Our common purpose is to raise The Lord above 
ourselves and to know that His Will Be Done comes through our 
bowing, yielding, obeying and thus the serving of His True And 
Heard Will.  His Will Is in the details, revealed to each of us called 
personally that then come together as a Body In And of Jesus Christ, 
of Yah’shua. Taking time to be present, detached from the flesh past 
and the false flesh expectations of the future yields hope.  Hope is 
to be found Now In Christ...The Highest Candle of The Lampstand, 
The Center Candle of The Lampstand Is Of The Servant of All  Who 
Is The Lighter of our candles as His servant’s candle that burns 
with A Flame that cannot be blown out...He Who Lights the candle 
lights up the whole of the heart...Amen!  May The Light That Lights 
Reside with you in your heart...may your hearts be as One, may our 
hearts be as One...Amen!  The heart gathered is the heart found.  The 
most highly rewarding time is that which you spend alone with God.  
In your journey for The Lord is a purpose greater than yourself.  
Do not own your purpose, It Is God’s Purpose for you.  Do not run 
ahead of God by not listening.  Be Still and Hear I say !  Take time 
to ponder what is wise for choices are many and the choice is each 
step along His Path or into the broad one.  You will know what The 
Lord Your God Wants of you through your heart…what to do and 
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how…and equally important what not to do !  The partial doer is not 
the complete doer of The Will of God ! It is not for us to know when 
and where trusting in God Who Knows His Will… to move you 
when the time is right.  Too often we see believers blindly running 
all over the place trying to do good while leaving the distaste of 
error in their wake.  Be ye exact to The Scriptures in your ways that 
say prepare not for The Holy Spirit already Knows what to do and 
what to say!

This is to lead a Holy Spirit Led Life!!!

You must listen.  See how the world changes around you when 
you listen.  Notice how others change around you.  Do not expect 
all others to embrace the change within you.   Expectations will 
disappoint you seeking to drive you back towards the place you 
came from...relentless is the devil seeking to devour whom he may 
as the unknowing pray falls prey to the predator that lurks in the 
shadows...relentless is he in his pursuit and pursuits...

Darkness and temptation are there to distract us…to divide us from 
Our Lord and God.  See your old patterns for what they are and have 
faith that The Light of His Truth And Love will keep you free from 
the slavery around you.  Above all be patient as deliverance is not 
just a matter of words spoken, but a life changed and a new life born 
and walked out!  The length of our valley of death knows only The 
Lord Our God Who Delivers us a full distance...Amen!

You will be surprised with how many others in the world feel as 
you do.  You never were, are not now nor in the future will you 
ever be alone.  He Has Always Been, Is and Forevermore Will Be 
with you. ...Be ye set apart and be For Him !  Recognize the great 
needs for your love all around you.  If you are afraid, ask God for 
help.  If you are weak, ask God for His Strength in your weakness. 
Remember that it is our admitted weakness and need for Him that 
is His Strength...Enter the place where you will find His Strength 
That Is Greater than the whole of your fears and weakness.  Let not 
doubt creep in through the door of your faith left open but a crack...
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remember that if you give satan an inch he will take a mile...if you 
give him a mile he may take the whole road out from under you.  

Remain steadfast in your faith and decide that which may enter your 
dwelling and that which may not !  If you are out of control, ask 
God for His Control over your life.  Pray “less of me and More Of 
You” every day in order that His Will Be Done!  See Father God as 
proactive and not as merely reactive in your times of desperation.

Desperation clouds the heart and the hearing.  Act not out of 
desperation for transgression is but a footstep away !  Misdirection 
and wrong doors open quickly to the desperate ones !

Trust is the clear sky within which a spirit can soar. You have the 
power through your belief and faith to change anything Through 
Christ and In Christ.  It does not matter if you have a speck of faith 
or a mountain of faith.  Even when you feel no faith you will not be 
denied…He Will Not Deny those that deny Him not.  There is a key 
to this kind of faith…giving your measure to The Lord to perfect it.
Faith is only perfected when given in full measure to The Giver 
thereof...He That Is The Perfecter of our faith !!!

There are
many 
keys
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

The Lord Our God
Will Help You if you are ready and yielding!
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Our Truth In Common is found

In Christ, In Yah’shua
And will prevail!!!

It is a Light that cannot
be extinguished nor destroyed…

The Light Of The
Lampstand Is Eternal!
Realize that you stand alone only as long as you deny Him, His Light 
And The Truth of His Gospel. It is your journey and our journey 
together with Christ, with Yah’shua (Father God’s Salvation) that 
will take us the distance.  Life presents us with challenges…Embrace 
it all, embrace one another and be ye embraced By Our Lord ! 

There are promises and rewards In Christ
for those that seek to live A New Life In Him!

To create a True United Nations in the earth it will take awareness 
of the Spiritual Awakening taking place Now.  Feel the acceleration 
taking place NOW.  Unity In His Truth will move the masses to 
affect a true change in the leadership of nations through the bowing 
all wills from the bottom to the top To The Holy God of Israel !!!!  
Many suffer a loss of identification with the leaders of their nations 
because of their witness of the evil and self serving ways.   Blindness 
would have us believe that we have no control over government.  
The ignorance, complacency, and acceptance of what is wrong in 
government leads to social decay, tainted morality and a people 
dependent upon government to take care of them.  Herein lies the 
weakness that lulls us to sleep.  Generations have been taught that I 
have to compete, I have to fend for myself.  Materialist and kapitalist 
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values breed false realities.  True Wisdom sees this, does not sit still 
and acts first to divorce oneself from it,  seeking In Christ to be freed 
of the shackles, the bondage.  Vested interests with self-serving 
motives deny positive change.  Money rules...the more money 
you have the freer you are.  In reality this represents a deep hole, 
leaving us with nothingness,  devoid of peace, love, compassion 
and grace.  Drivers include greed, hatred, “win at any cost”, control 
and fear.  Drivers are rewarded by material or ego gains (power)...
thus many are lost and do not even recognize what has taken place 
or is happening.  Before you know it you have bowed fully and 
surrendered to the wrong power.  Appreciation, gratitude and a new 
Lord and Kingdom Consciousness can be quickly lost in the fray of 
the wedding gown offered...she that becomes a bride of the world is 
the she and he that sleep in the same bed as Jezebel !

We believe and know that Perfect Government can only come by 
way of The Lord Who Is Above all governments and lands.  There is 
but One Leader and He is with and for us…He can be in every one 
of us.  If we evict the rulership of the world from the throne within 
our hearts, there is then a place for The King of Kings and The Lord 
of Lords To Take His Throne !  In so we become Ruled from within 
and Above...Amen!  He Who Is In All Things Controls All Things.  
He Is The Structure, The House Built That Is Greater than those 
built of mere sticks and stones.  The Kingdom can be within every 
one of us and is surely all around us.  We have been blind, but the 
veil is being lifted.  Remember that blindness and insufficiency can 
only be lifted by The Hand And The Spirit of The Lord Our God!

There will be Unity Under Perfect Government In Christ, In The 
Light of His Supremacy in the time to come that is near.  All that 
does not bow to The True Sovereign King will bow or it will fall to 
the ground and wither away!

There will be a great gathering of God’s children, of His people. 
The four corners of the world will be joined together.  The individual 
nations must heal within while uniting In Christ and welcoming 
all to the joy and celebration to come Under His Rule.  But first 
there will be a great trembling in the earth As It Is Written !  Faith, 
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Steadfastness and Perseverance will be tested !  No one has earned a 
free pass...We are to pass through the darkness, the valley being
Led Of The Lord Our God into The New Beginning...Amen !

True Equality and Freedom Will Come…
It is already here just beneath the surface…Look And Listen !

There will be Nations Under God, Indivisible With True Liberty 
(True Freedom) and A Justice That Is For All  but it will not be as 
these false nations we now find in the earth, the false ones who serve 
no one but themselves !

There is A Greater Will And It Will Be Done !!!

Man’s way has surely failed over and over,
again and again and again...

It is now time to surrender To God!

He Alone Has The Power
And All Dominion And

The Love!
To Him Be All Glory…Amen!

Praise and Thank God for all that

He Has Done And All That He Will Do!

We anxiously await the witness of
The Lord Who Has Said

Watch What I Do!
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God Is Showing Many His Truth
by opening their eyes.  

There is an awakening, hearts hungry to grow and
a deep spirit felt desire to aspire toward

the new path that is to be as 

“ a New way to
a New world. ”

The Time Is
Now

!
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There must new leadership that stands In The Truth of The 
Gospel and will uphold it by example, that will be accountable 
To Jesus, to Yah’shua.  Truth will be attacked at every level  
---personal, business, social, religious and from every angle 
conceivable as satan does not wish to let go of his strangle hold 
and his false dominion.  These Are matters of dominion and 
The Lord Has Total And Absolute Dominion over His people 
that struggle to reject and renounce their falling under a false 
dominion, subjects of a kingdom that is of darkness. 

The solution is so simple yet The Light of Truth will be hailed 
as evil.  Battle is inherent, but the battles are for Christ, for 
Yah’shua and are won before they begin and fought In Spirit 
before the victories arrive in the earth ! Persecution for doing 
what is right in God’s Sight is unavoidable whether it comes 
directly, indirectly, physically, verbally spiritually individually 
and even collectively...Believe me I have seen every conceivable 
form...but the devil is a lion seeking to devour, cunning and 
most clever in his ways.  But the follower of The Lord is not 
clever but is wise in his ways led!  I am completely reliant 
upon His Spirit to steer me clear of danger and He Does let me 
know if trouble is lurking from behind a tree...And If I am to 
take a stand against my accusers He Picks when and where !!!

True following of The Lord is not a religion.  Religion is how 
we practice what we believe.  The many practices are not One 
while claiming otherwise. We are to be about exposing iniquity 
and sin...standing for The Truth In Christ And Of His Kingdom 
!!! We are not to bow to falsely justified lies perceived as an 
enticement or entitlement to differing truths While One Truth 
Exists And One God Exists !!!…The ways of the world are 
both irrational and insane at best.  The Truth of The Word and 
Of God changes the bondage of paradigms and destroys the 
many paradoxes. No one will be spared The Truth !!!!
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The Truth As The Lord Promised That
All Things Shall Be Revealed.

We as followers are to be

Ambassadors In Christ,
Of Yah’shua !
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We are to be torches Well Lit !

May His Greater Light
Abound And

Reach
the many that

are in 
N
E
E
D

around the
world

!

sharing with those poor in spirit 

The Bread That
Is Life !
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There will be no more crumbs fed to the starving...

There Will Be Bread To Eat!

All people and nations must undergo the transformation. For 
nations will only come in line through the joining of the now 
isolated sheep into one flock.

Seek God for Wisdom And
The Guidance of 

The One True And
Faithful Shepherd!
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A shift from man’s law to
God’s Law will happen very soon!

And The Law That Is Above
All Laws Will Prevail…

Love!
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Justice, Legalism and man’s law
This Is My View From Above…

The legal profession makes a business out of man’s folly.
Justice is not blind, man is blind to justice.

You, as the pharisees do, the hypocrites do, practice making
laws that exalt yourselves, laws that serve you, the few.

Where are the advocates of My True Justice?

Where are those that honor The True, The Only Judge?

I Am The Judge you will face!
My Judgement cannot be avoided,

delayed or postponed.

Where are those who will stand and say
ENOUGH IS ENOUGH ?

Where are they that stand for

The Laws of Our God?
I ask you Lord

I Your Lord Say...
They are coming!
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My children’s rights are sold for a profit.  

The rich get richer at the expense of My children.
Their power and rights are ripped away by you.

Those that sit and watch saying nothing are no better !

Justice is bought, man’s justice is sold to the highest bidder.
A business is made out of bearing false witness to lies....

Manipulation and the weaving of a fabric filled
with the dark threads of lies, deception.

There are opportunists lying in wait to pounce for the
most gold they can cheat and extort from others.  

You frivolously sue each other for your own selfish gains,
christians and non-christians alike stand at the gate

ready to claim that which is not there’s.

Horders and mongers, all of you alike!

I Speak only to those of you that rob.

There is no fairness, no balance and most certainly
no shame in the hearts of those who devour,

those who mutilate, ravage and pillage,
those who mutilate My children.

I Ask...Whom you serve by serving yourself ?

Is the price righteous to inflict on the weak.
Is the wealth of any lasting value?
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If You believe it is lasting, why are you
never satisfied, desiring more

and more and more ?

What on earth are you purchasing, receiving?
What are you to receive From Me ?

I Say there are greater treasures in heaven
that you cannot buy or afford with

the little wealth I see in you!

Please know My righteous ones that you
cannot sit at this table any longer,

you must depart and you
must be set apart!

Remember that those who know of iniquity, doing
nothing to affect a positive gain With Me.

You must seek Me that you bear
not the iniquity of others.

Run to Me My children!

The time is coming and is here, Time for the Lord to
take inventory of  the motives of your heart.

Time for the Lord to assess the goods,
the wealth in your storehouse.

Time to calculate the costs of your wickedness.
It is time to receive your just reward

From He That Sits Above,
He That Sees All

Things!
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Do you believe that these things shall stand?
Do you understand what you are actually 
purchasing From Me And Our Father

In Heaven with your actions?

Do you believe that there is a reward for you?
I Say you already have your just reward.

I Will Come as a thief in the night and
reclaim that which is

Mine To Take, Mine
To Give!

Watch As I Take that which you 
amass in your wickedness.

Know that you can hide nothing From Me.

I will leave you standing in your
nakedness Before Me!

You will stand in the square alone with
your nothingness as a witness

to others of that which

Pleases Me Not!

I See, I Know All Things...
Watch As I Give To My people set apart That Know 

Me, Know My Will And Uphold My Laws And
that make deposits Into My Storehouse!
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I Am The One Who Judges.
My Judgment Is Fair, True And Swift !

In My court you cannot bear false witness.
In My court you cannot defend your

wickedness, nor that of
others falsely.

There is but One Advocate.
There is but One Judge!

I Am In Heaven And
I Reside Above.

I Know The Truth For 
I Am The Light

Of Truth!

I Am Your Lord.
Your God!
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As Judge And Advocate I Will Hear
true repentance and confession

from the heart broken
by it’s conduct!

I Sit At The Seat Of Mercy!
I Am The True Source Of Forgiveness

That Is Everlasting.
I Am The Advocate Of Life.

I Am The Advocate Of
A Life Lived Holy!

I Will Hear And I Will Grant
New Beginnings.

When I forgive, your record is wiped clean.
Remember, there are no appeals in My Court...

My Judgement Is Final!!!

Those that are not set apart, I Will Set Apart
with a sentence That Is Eternal That Is

Either With Me Or Far Away

From Me !!!

You will be on the inside looking out
or you will be on the outside

looking in I Say!
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My Desire is that you repent and
Receive My Mercy.

There is no pleading or bargaining to be had

In My Court That Is Righteous!
But Know This... I Will Punish !!!

Just Is The Recompense,
Just Is The Reward!

My Reconciliation Is There
for those who come honestly

Before Me !

Let those with No Fear Of Me
be under My Gavel that

will now fall!

Know that the severity of My Sentence
is befitting to the crime where

crimes cannot be
redefined!
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I Am Your Peer, The One
Who Peers Into

your life lived now, then
and in the time

to come.

I miss not a moment, not a breath,
not a word, not a movement !

I Am The Jury Sinless
And Untainted!!!

Contempt Is Answered With
An Eternal Resolution...

Believe not that ye may enter My Court
as a deceiver and a liar as you

do in the courts of
the world!
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  My Sentence is not one you want nor
                                 one you can imagine the

       depth of
   .
   .
   .

 You Do Not Want To
    pay this price...
 Trust In This,

 Trust In

 Me.
     .

         .
             .

                  .

Do Not Test Me,
                Do Not Try 

My Patience!
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You may lie to yourselves but
you may not lie to Me.

Come To Me
with humility and

I Will Hear
You!

Do Not Come Before Me with false pride in
your works and your ways that

are unrighteous!
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My Hand Is Outstretched
for you to grab on to..Slap

not the hand that
feeds!

The reality is that many of you
know not what you do...

See My Light As A Blessing
 It Is My Gift To You!!!

that you may change the
error of your ways!

The reality is there are those of you
that do know what you do...

Woe onto those that know The Truth
yet rob My innocent ones of

The Gifts I Bestow

Freely
.
.
.

Woe INDEED!
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Stop Your Extortion,
Stop Your

P
I
L
L
A
G
E
.
.
.

Give caesar what is due
caesar but be ye

not as he
.
.
.
.

Ponder what is truly due him
and ponder that which

Is Due
Me

!
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There is no greatness
in our nations

.
There is no greatness

in our leaders
.

There is no greatness
in our deeds

.

.

.

There Is Only Greatness In
His Will And The Will Of Our Father

Fulfilled In The Son, Fulfilled

In Christ Jesus,
In Yah’shua!

Let us live our lives
For Him living as

HIS
S
e
r
v 
a
n
t
s
.
.
.

                                .    .    .  Amen!
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The Time is coming and it is here.
The Time of Rearranging.

The Time of Truth.

The time is coming...
the four corners

fall under

The Absolute Rule 
Of His Throne In Heaven.

It Already Is, Was And
Forever Shall

Be
!
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HIS LAWS
ARE
S
O
V
E
R
E
I
G
N
As

He Is
Sovereign!

His Will Is Stronger Than
any earthly fortress

AMEN
!
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Are you prepared?
Do you know what prepared is ?
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Our Advocate Stands in the foreground
and in the background Watching...

Which end of
Receiving

do
you

STAND
AT

?
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Honestly review your record
of life and of your

conduct
as
.
.
.
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.

.

.

.

.

.

.

I
Await

YOUR honest reply !!!

Sayeth The Lord Who Is

Our Holy And Sovereign
Judge On High

!!!!
!!!
!!
!
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God’s Law Has Been
There All Along!

Sowing will be met with
rapid reaping.

The Sower of The Good Seed
will reap The Abundant Harvest

And
.
.
.

the sowers of the wicked seed
will reap their measure of

God’s Anger!
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Are you in the desert or are you 
A servant in The Vineyard

of
The

L
o
r
d
?

Verily, Verily, Verily
The Kingdom Cometh

!!!
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Those whose Righteousness Is

In Christ, In Yah’shua
will receive

The Gift of Eternal Life!
They Will Dwell With Him

And He With Them In
His Dwelling

Place
!

Be present and bold In Truth
and guided by Our Lord

in your new lives.

We are not righteous in and of ourselves
as our honest witness bears…

It Is Christ Jesus, Yah’shua
   That Is Righteous…

All Righteousness
Is In Christ, In

Yah’shua!
Amen !



Closure

Hear when you are summoned and do not
deny the voice that calls out in the

silence and in the stillness!

Listen to hear The Call!
Know And Expect

.

.

.

 The Voice
Of

Your Lord And
Your

G
O
D
!!!
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Do All To Come In Line With

The One Lord And God!
True Faith is no less than

absolute faith.

It is time to come out of hiding!

It is time for a permanent time out
from the world and it’s

utter insanity!

Many battles will be fought in the soul
and spiritual realms first then

becoming real battle
in the natural

world
.
.
.
.Our Lord Jesus Christ And

The Holy Spirit Of Yah,
Of God The Father

Will Guide Us!



Closure

383

Reverent fervent prayer is where The Power of 
The Lord Resides by reaching Him as the

smell of sweet incense rising to

His High Holy
Place

!



384

Closure

It Is Now Time
to stand,

to be
S
t
e
a
d
f
a
s
t

In
The

True
Light Of

The Gospel
And Be

One
!



Closure

385

It is now time to reach for a common simplicity,
gathered together in humility As His to

march forward “arm in arm”.  

Individual paths are narrowing!
Together In Unity the path becomes

One And All Encompassing!



386

Closure

I say put on the sandals of peace...

Nothing Is Mightier Than God
and the battles are

Won
With Peace And

With Love

In Yah’shua
In
C
H
R
I
S
T
!!!



Closure

387

Those that do not come in line,
that is, those that are shown 

The Truth and consciously deny

The Truth 
will be consumed and

die to this earth!
 

Our Lord God Will
Decimate And Imprison WICKEDNESS!

He Will Take
the captivity

Captive!



388

Closure

There is Judgment Now in the earth.
Remember The Lord is among us upon

His White Horse
In Spirit!

The only 
answer 

                                                   Is

Yes
LORD!
There Is Only 

One 
To

                                                   F
                                             O

                                        L
                                               LOW
                                                    !



Closure

389

There is no gray zone between
Good and evil as the two

cannot be mixed
.
.
.

God Made the night and the day
And He Separated Them!

dark is dark 
 and 

The Light Is
Light

!!!
!!
!



390

Closure

Lukewarm Is Not Acceptable
And Shall Be Spat Out

Sayeth The Lord!

The days of darkness
are numbered!

Relentless is the devil that
despises Our Father 

and we That Are
His children!

darkness will surely
fight against

The Light 
as it knows

it’s end 

Draws
Near

! 



Closure

391

As
Is It Was 

In The Beginning
And Always

Was
So It Shall Be 

Now
In The
New

B
   E

      G
          I
     N

N
    I

       N
G

Amen
!



392

Closure

The obedient
who serve

Only 

God
Will Be

There
! 



Closure

393

The Gates of Heaven
Shall Open Up And

Will Usher In

Our Lord And
His Kingdom

Into The
Earth

!



394

Closure

A Purified Flame,
Faith And Trust In God

is the simple solution…
The Lord’s Perfect Knowledge

will be offered to the unbeliever
 and reintroduced to the 

wayward believer.



Closure

395

It Is The Fiery Furnace
Of The Lord God

that we must enter into that
the fire that consumes

all things Unholy,

The Fire Of
The Holy Spirit

that purifies the heart and the
soul and refines us

seven times
!!!



396



397

Take Heed!
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

The Lord’s children are perishing and
being destroyed by their lack

of knowledge!!!

Cd’A
August 2001

No Longer Shall
This Be 

!!!



WE LOOK TO FATHER GOD’S RECONCILIATION
OF ALL THAT IS NOT RIGHT WITHIN

US, WITHIN OUR WORLD
AND BETWEEN

US AND
HIM

!

ATONEMENT, LAMENTATION AND
A TRUE REVERENCE MUST

EMERGE FROM
WITHIN

US
!

WE LOOK TO THE SON
CHRIST JESUS, YAH’SHUA

AS OUR WAY
HOME

!



 I would like to conclude with

The Prayer That Jesus, Yah’shua
Asked that we pray:

Our Father Who Art In Heaven
Hallowed Be Thy Name!

Thy Kingdom Come
Thy Will Be Done on earth

As It Is In Heaven
Give us this day

Our Daily Bread
Forgive us our debts as

we forgive our
debtors

and
Lead us not into

temptation
but

Deliver us from
the evil

one

For
Thine Is

The Kingdom,
The Power

And

The Glory
Forever And Ever

Amen!



I would like to thank you for coming in,
into this message of mine !

My hope is that you will listen,
you will ponder,

you will
recognize your many grooves

that are seemingly
inescapable 

but they
are
N
O
T
!

Let me tell you...they are not!

It is possible not to have stress, to have peace and
rest anytime while the whole world

around you is going crazy!



Thank You...

I really do appreciate
you listening
.
.
.

It is important .   .   . 
                                   .
                                      .   . you know!

It is important for all of us not just here and
around us but all around the world!

Time for a new path!

But first we have to
recognize

.

.

.

The Wrong Ones
.
.

bring ourselves
to a stop

.



.

.
And

.

.

.
         .

                   .
                                                                  .     . Start Thinking!



Take back control,
Take back your control!

see you in the world!
.

   .
      .

         .
            .

               .
                  .

                     .
                        .

                           .
                              .

                                 .
                                    .

                                       .
                                          .

                                             .
                                                .

                                                                        .    .   .  Cd’A
                                               Your brother In Christ,

                                                In Yah’shua!



KNOW THIS:
TO TAKE BACK CONTROL
YOU MUST RELINQUISH

YOUR CONTROL!

NOTHING IS LOST
AND

E
      V

         E
            R

               Y
            T
         H

      I
   N

      G
      IS GAINED

                     IN CHRIST,
IN YAH’SHUA!

IT IS TIME TO GIVE THE LORD WHAT IS
DUE THE LORD... A MEASURE

THAT IS IN FULL...
NO LESS

WILL
DO

!



Our reward is not of
this earth, nor

of earthly
things

.

.

.

Our Inheritance Is In

The Riches Of Heaven
In The Son

In Christ Jesus
InYah’shua!.

    .
        .

            .
                 .
          A

              m
                 e
                n
                ! 




